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SKYSAILOR IS THE OFFICIAL PUBLICATION OF THE 

HANG GLIDING FEDERATION OF AUSTRALIA (ILG. F .A.) 

Skysailor appears twelve times a year and is 
provided as a service to members. For non-members, 
the subscription rates are $10.00 per annum. 
Cheques should be made payable and sent to HGFA. 

Skysailor is published to create further interest 
in the sport of hang gliding. Its primary purpose 
is to provide a ready means of communication be
tween hang gliding enthusiascs in Australia and 
in this way to advance the future development of 
the sport and its methods and safety. 

Contributions are welcomed. Anyone is invited 
to contribute articles, photographs and illustrat
ions concerning hang gliding activities. The 
Editor reserves the right to edit contributions 
where necessary. HGFA and the Editor do not 
assume responsibility for the material or the 
opinions of contributors presented in Skysailor. 

Copyright in Skysailor is vested in HGFA. Copy
right in articles is vested in each of the 
authors in respect of her or his contribution. 
Deadline for contributions: 1st of the Month. 
ISS~J 0313-363X 
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EDITOR :- PETER LISSENBURG. 

ASSISTED BY :- Greg & Rosemary Withers, 
Barb Aitken, 
Gavin & Wes Hill, 
Lidia van den Bronk. 

COVER BY. Paul Donovan. 

ADVERTISING RATES 

Quarter Page 
Half Page 
Full Page 
Full Page Back Cover: 
Market Place: Free 

$20.00 
$30.00 
$50.00 
$70.00 

An additional charge will be made for any typing, 
typesetting or artwork which may be required. 

Advertisements from kite manufacturers must indi
cate whether or not their kite meets the US HGMA 
certification standards. 

Kites for sale in Market Place must indicate a 
suitable minimum hang rating. 

HGFA and the Editor do not endorse or take any 
responsibility for any of the products advertised 
or mentioned editorially within these pages. No 
responsibility is accepted for any claims made by 
advertisers unless specifically explained, per
formance figures quoted in advertising should be 
taken as estimates only. 



WIDE :! 

We are back from our travels around the 

States and Europe, full of confidence 

and new ideas. 

Our placings in the northern summer 

meets have shown that we are well ahead 

in world hang gliding technology. 

SPREAD YOUR WINGS to 130° for this 

is where advancement lies. The 120° 

llOse by comparison appeared almost 

0 rehistoric. Due to the success of 

the wider nose we have increased 

the nose angle on the Mars 

trainer to 125°, allowing for 

better cross bar technology 

and leading edge 

This has lead to a lighter 

machine of S41bs with no 

loss of structural 

strengt.h. 
The MISSILE'S new 

brought us success 

the north. 

it's stability in 

some of the most turbulent air 

in the world, Rick Duncan took 

it to 18,000 ft and to a distance 

of 125 miles in the Cross Country 

Classic in the Owens Valley. 

World Masters Kossen 

Owens Valley Classic 

Grouse Mountain 
Vancouver 

Texas Cup 

v.S. Masters 

Steve Gil:::our 
Rick Duncan 
Steve Noyes 

Rick Duncan 

Steve Moyes 
Steve Gilmour 

Steve Gilmour 
Steve Moyes 

Steve Moyes 
Steve Gilmour 

3rd 
4th 
4th 

3rd 

1st 
6th 

1st 
2nd 

3rd 
9th 

MOt'ES DElJA GLIDERS PTY.lJD. 173 Bronte Rd.. w..-tey. ¥ney. NSVIL 2024. Australia. Tel. 02 3m 5114. 



HANG GLIDING FEDERATION OF AUSTRALIA 

IMPORTANT ADDRESSES 
Send your change of address notice or any enquiries 
about membership to: 

THE ADMINISTRATOR 
14 Balcombe Road 
Mentone, Victoria 3194 

Send your contributions to SKYSAILOR, any enquiries 
about insurance, the pilot hand book, accident reports 
or any other national matters to: 

HANG GLIDING FEDERATION 
OF AUSTRALIA. 

P.O. Box 74 Ashburton 
Victoria, 3147. 
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Craig Aitken 
Phone: (03) 429-3001 

H.G.F.A. Secretary 
Wes. Hill 
Phone: (03) 2 77-7942 

H.G.F.A. Treasurer 
Robert Owens 

SKYSAILOR EDITOR 
Peter Lissenburg 
Phone: (03) 726-4669 

(03) 524-2304 BE 

For information about ratings or sites 
write to the appropriate State Association. 
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P.O. Box 496, 
MANUKA,2603. 
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PRAHRAN, 3181. 

H.G.A.\liT.A. 
P.O. Box 84, 
DOUBLEVIEW, 6018. 

SKYSAILOR is printed by "PRINTMAIL" 
90 Reserve road Artarmon. 
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NEWS ........ NEWS 
While 1982 budget items were mentioned at our las t 
convention, no actual budget setting/fee setting 
was passed as a motion. 

There is good reason for this not taking place. Our 
outgoing committee (from NSW) thought it more proper 
that the new administration be given the opportunity 
to plan next years program and set an appropriate 
budget. 

The new committee have done a careful analysis of 
expected expenditure over the coming year and 
has proposed two motions that will affect the 
members. They are: 

Motion 1: "That membership fees for 1983 be set at 
$24 plus Insurance fee plus State 
association fee, and that a postal vote 
be taken to verify this fee". 

Motion 2: "That the Short Term Membership fee be 
set at $3 plus the Insurance fee (3mths) 
and that a postal vote be taken to verify 
this fee". 

At first glance, these fees may seem to unnecessarily 
high, so we add the following information to allow 
you to assess their reasonableness. 

a) The 1982 expenditure (both to date and 
projected) will use all our income as well as 
any monetary reserves. We expect to enter 1983 
with no reserves. 

b) While a very tight fiscal policy of the 
previous administration has managed to keep our 
fees down to $15 (HGFA fee only) for some 
considerable time, inflation and other factors 
have finally caught up with us. 

c) The 1982 budget , as stated in the Treasurer's 
report in the 1982 convention , was based on our 
membership reaching a level that we no longer 
can expect. Furthermore, the income estimates 
appear to have been based on the assumption that 
all members would pay the full annual subscription. 
This does not happen. 

d) The major cost item that the HGE'A faces 
is Skysailor, which generally exceeds $1000 per 
month to produce. From that cost we can deduct 
advertising revenue. Advertising appears to 
average $200 per month over a 12 month period. 
A small increase in cost to Skysailor can be 
a major headache to HGFA! 



e) The 1983 expected costs were mentioned in 
the outgoing Treasurer's report at The Annual 
Convention. A fee of $15 was suggested. In 
other words, no change in fee. 

Again, an analysis of past membership arrivals, 
and projected total number of members would 
suggest that HGFA cannot operate without a 
fee increase. 

f) 1983 expected expenditure could be 
summarised as follows: 

Skysailor (12 issues) 
Computer Agency 
Convention 
Auditing 
Administration 
Competitions 
Instructor Certification 
pilot Handbook 

14,300.00 
2,376.00 
2,530.00 

880.00 
2,200.00 
1,100.00 
1,100.00 
5,500.00 

$29,986:00 

g) Using historical data trending growth patterns 
in membership we could meet these costs with 
the $~ (HGFA) fee. 

h) A mi'.jor cost item, the pilot handbook, is 
a non-recurring item. While some subsidy may 
be able to be obtained from DOA or other 
government sources, we should not expect to 
receive any monies in the 1983 fiscal year. 

2. Short Term Membership Fee 

An increase from $1 to $3 plus insurance is 
planned so that the additional money can be used 
to fund the Instructor Certification Program. 
The major beneficiaries of the Instructor ' 
Certification Program are the new pilots. Using 
the criteria that the user pays, we should try 
to fund this program to some extent from the 
Short Term Membership fees. 

CLASS 0 - HANG GLIDING WORLD RECORD 
Flexible wing. 
Monoplace. 
Women's goal distance - 45.05km. 
JEAN LITTLE (U.S.A.) 
9.8. '82. 

EXTRACTS FROM A REPORT OF THE CIVIL MEETING 
OF THE 23RD AND 24TH OF AUGUST, '82, 

REPORT ON THE 4TH ~JORLD HANG GLIDING 
CHAMPIONSHIPS, 
The report and rules were not complete and 
it was agreed that the CIVIL Bureau would 
have authority to vet and accept the report 
and rules 8 months prior to the event taking 
place. 
The dates of the competition ; 5 - 19th June 

1983. 
Venue ; Tegelberg Fussen (Near the German-

Austrian border) 
Team ; Six pilots plus one team manager and 

one assistant~ 
Although there will be two classes, all six 
pilots can enter class one. 

FUTURE CHAMPIONSHIPS, 
a) European Championships 1984 - Norway. 

Teams may be limited to 4 pilots thereby 
eliminating the necessity of cuts. 

Date ; Late July 1984 
Venue ; Vag a (5 hours drive north of Oslo) 

(con I t. page 9) 
----------------------

A postal vote. was held with the following results· 

State Association Motion 1 Motion 2 

QLDHGA For For 
NSWHGA For For 
ACTHGA Voting forrn not returned 
VHGA For I For 
TASHGA Voting form not returned 
'3AHGA For I For 
HGAWA Voting form not returned 

Consequently, the motions were carried. 

The fees for next year will be· 

State As sociation HGFA fee Insurance State fee TOTAL 

QLDHGA $24.00 $11.00 $6.00 $41.00 
NSWHGA $24.00 $11. 00 $6.00 $41. 00 
ACTHGA $24.00 $ 11. 00 $7.00 $42.00 
VHGA $24.00 $11.00 $6.00 $41. 00 
TASHGA $24.00 $11.00 '1 '? . 
SAHGA $24.00 $11.00 $10.00 $45.00 
HGAWA $24.00 $11.00 $5.00 $40.00 

Short term $ 3.00 $ 4.00 -- $ 7.00 
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TOP VIEW 

OATT 

-~-A&.T n.T 0'" VO" 

SIDE VIEW 

NOT TO SCALE 

FRONT VIEW - HALF SIZE. 

THEIR NEW INSTRUMENT PACK 
FOR THE AUSTRALIAN SUMMER SOARING SEASON. 

ALL THE FEATURES THAT YuU ASKED FOR. 

VARIO - OPTIUM RESPONSE TIME AS A RESULT OF FLIGHT TEST - OPTIMUM RANGE TO 

ELIMINATE RANGE SWITCHING. 

AUDIO - NEW HIGH EFFICIENCY AUDIO FOR LOW CURRENT DRAIN. Low CURRENT DRAIN 

RUNS FROM 9V DRY BATTERIES - STAND-BY BATTERY PROVISION - CAN ALSO 

USE RECHARGEABLES. 

LARGE DIGITAL ALTIMETER DISPLAY - READS 10 FOOT INCREMENTS TO 20,000 FEET. 

MOUNTING BY CAPTIVE BOLT - SUITS ANY MOUNTING ARM. 

DESIGNED AND MANUFACTURED IN AUSTRALIA. 12 MONTHS WARRANTY. 

llill. JUST "FACTORY AUTORIZED" SERVICE BUT FACTORY SERVICE IN AUSTRALIA. 

FORWARD YOUR BANK CHEQUE OR MONEY ORDER FOR IMMEDIArE DELIVERY TO:-

AVTRONICS, 
P.O. Box 656, 
GAWLER S.A. 5118 
PHONE (085) 224210 OR 

GENUINE DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME. 

(ORDERS AGAINST PERSONAL 
CHEQUES FORWARDED ON 
CLEARANCE OF CHEQUE) 

(085) 246249 

PRICE: $525 + $11 POSTAGE (BY REGISTERED AUSTRALIA POST) 
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ITOP 
''',ew eu' ,eu, 

W,_"I' 
YOU ALREADY HAVE? - OH WELL:: YOU HAD BETTER RETRIEVE IT 

Now SEND IT, ALONG WITH YOUR 1983 MEMBERSHIP FEE (SEE ELSEWHERE IN THIS ISSUE) TO: 

T~TOR' 14 BALCOMBE ROAD, MENTONE, ~ 

COMPETITIONS 

2ND AUSTRALIAN X-C LEAGUE 

Please reprint X- C League Entry Form - Advertisement 
page as per last Skysailor. 

NB - Please amend 200 miles. 

Moyes and Sky trek have each put up $500 to any 
pilot who flies 200 miles on their respective 
brand of g l ider . Addition (If more than one pilot 
achieves 200 miles, then the prize money is to 
be awarded at the discretion of the sponsors). 

2nd Australian X-C League Results to October 31 . 

Place Pilot state Flights in Average of 
Kms Best 5 . ---

l. P Mollison NSW 38 27 32 53 62 52 . 6 
78 

2 . R Chatfield WA 41 46 142 
3 . C Mol oney WA 46 43 110 
4. o Cummings NSW 53 72 
5. S Blenkinsop SA 78 
6. C M-::Donald NSW 78 

7. I Jarman NSW 74 
8. C Worth NSW 46 22 
9. R Barnes NSW 36 22 
10. I O'Ne ill vic 
ll. P Kelly SA 

X- C League Flight Log 

How about some brief flight descriptions fellas? 
Its not bragging or big noting you know; and it 
gives everyon e greater insight into what determines 
a significant X- C flight. I'm s ure you'll all 
agree the best way to improve our X-C flying is 
through experience and the comparison and sharing 
of these experiences with others. 
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LATEST ON THE 1983 MT. BUFFALO X-C CLASSIC 

By the time you finish reading this 
article you may be kicking yourself for 
not getting your entry in on time. 

Due to a lack of entries there will 
be no qualifying round. 

hll pilots who have entered will be 
competing in the only round starting on 
Saturday the 1st January and finishing on 
Sunday the 9th January. Possibly the 9 
best days of the year at Mt. Buffalo. 

Its now too late to enter as all 
places are filled. If you wish to fly 
during the competition you may be able to 
do so as one of the official wind dummies 
if you get in contact with me soon. 

Obviously, the prospect of having to 
firstly compete in a qualifying round and 
then another final round is too much for a 
lot of pilots. A better system may there
fore have to be found for the 1984 x-c. 
However, for the lucky pilots entered in 
this years Classic it promises to be the 
best yet. 

Hopefully the festive activities of 
New Year's Eve at the Dennis Caravan Park 
will not affect the pilots performance on 
the 1st day of the competition - I'll set 
an easy task that won't require too much 
thinking. See you all at Mt. Buffalo '83. 

Stephen Ruffels 
Mt. Buffalo X-C Classic 

Competition Co-ordinator 



From the Safety Director: 

EXT ENSION TO HANG 3 QUEST IONS 
---------- .--~-

1. Is the danger of overstressing the airframe 
higher as the speed of the glider is increased 
in turbulence. 

Does the chance of the glider stalling at low 
speed increase with turbulence. 

2a. What are the likely causes of corrosion of 
the glider structure and how could this be 
detected. 

b. How much damage should a part exhibit before it 
is repl aced ego after a hard landing or accident. 

c . Is it saf e to exceed manufacturers limitations 
on fly i ng manoeuvers. 

3. Why is it necessary to be able to determine 
wind di r ecti on while in flight. 

4a. >"hat type of clouds are likely to produce 
severe updraughts or "cloudsuck". 

b. If the glider is in danger of being drawn into 
a c l oud , how can the pilot get out of this 
situation. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

Why is a cliff launch more difficult than a 
slope l aunch. 

How much height is lost during a high speed 
stall compared to a normal stall. How can 
a high speed stall be avoided. 

If you are trying to get as high as possible 
in an updraught of air, would you fly at 
minimum sink speed or at max. lid . 
If you are trying to reach a landing area 
in relatively still air and it appears a long 
way off, what speed wuuld you choose. 

Self explanatory. 

What is the rule for direction of turning in 
a thermal - do the normal rules of the air 
still apply. 

lla. What will happen if the bar is pushed out too 
far. 

b. After achieving the higher angle of bank, is 
the bar returned to the neutral position. 

12. In what way does the FORCE of the wind affect 
the glider. 

13. What wind speed can be expected at ground level 
compared to a higher level and does this 
difference in speed increase with wind speed. 

14. If lowering the centre of gravity of your body 
makes the glider more stable why is the prone 
position used for flying normally. 

15. What is the difference between circling and 
spinning. 
If a spin is produc~d by a stall of part of 
the wing, what action should be taken to 
recover from a spi n. 

16 . Does the l oading on a g lider increase or 
decrease wi th f l ying speed . 
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17. Would the air density be higher on a hot day 
than on a cold day and does a higher air 
density increase or decrease the stalling 
speed of a glider. 

18. Could the normal pattern of mountain and 
valley winds be changed by weather conditions. 

19. 

20. Can thermals be present without the formation 
of cumulus clouds and if so how can they be 
detected. 

21 . How does lift vary with speed and angle of 
attack of the wing - is drag constant with 
speed . 

Does centrifugal force affect the glider when 
flying in a straight line. 

Does the weight, working against lift, change 
during flight. 

23 . Why should ~he standard landing approach be 
used whenever possible. 

25. Are the visible characteristics of thermals 
always the same. 

26. What are the dangers of overtightening the 
de flexors or the sail. 

ACCIDENT REPORTS 

Some of the following reports are up to nine months 
old, but unfortunately the causes of these accidents 
are still very up-to-date. 

1. January - Myalup, WA 

In January an accident at Myalup near Bunbury, 
cost the pilot a broken nose, cut lip and sprained 
ankle with his Scorpion 170 suffering a , bent 'A' 
frame and leading edge. The glider ground looped 
after an unsuccessful take-off and subsequent 
incorrect <Jround handling. The pilot was unrated. 
The pilot did not unclip while moving the glider 
away from take-off. 

2. April - Shellies, WA 

A risky launch attempt at Shellies resulted in a 
bent 'A' frame and leading edge of a Swift 170 
glider when a gust unbalanced the glider during 
an unassisted take-off in gusty conditions. The 
pilot was rated H4. 



3. July - Pelican Point WA 

In July, At Pelican Point near Perth, a rather 
serious accident resulted from several errors 
being committed during a boat tow-launch. After 
a lock-out, only one attachment was released 
from the glider and even though the boat crew 
released the line, the glider nose dived into 
the ground possibly due to the rope stil l being 
attached to the glider. The pilot received a 
slight back injury, a fractured rib and 
lacerations. Substantial damage was caused to 
the glider - a Maxi Mark II. The pilot had 10 
years flying experience. 

4. ,June - Rapid Bay, SA 

A combination of inexperience, lack of preparation 
and poor judgement cost the pilot of a Bandit 
his glider, on an unsuccessful flight at Rapid 
Bay in SA. He encountered turbulence and head 
winds near cliffs and was forced to land in deep 
water. The pilot escaped unhurt, but the glider 
was lost. The H2 rated pilot had attempted to 
fly a H4 rated site. 

5. September - Mount Terrible, .SA 

One of our more senior pilots, who is known for 
his high regard for safety was caught out by an 
unexpected gust when landing his Mega II glider. 
Instead of landing in the intended area the glider 
continued flying and the pilots legs hit a 
barbed wire fence which inflicted deep gashes in 
his unprotected legs. Glider damage was minor. 
The pilot was rated H3. 

6. May - Porepunkah Ridge, Victoria 

An accident at Porepunkah Ridge near Bright, 
Victoria , left a pilot with serious injuries -
a broken pelvis, bruised ribs and a crushed 
ank l e . The glider, a Mega II, received only 
relatively minor damage. 

The Hang 2 rated pilot apparently misjudged the 
landing area. Indecision and lack of experience 
resulted in a stall near the ground during the 
landing approach. 

A late decision to make a 180 turn near the ground 
without due regard to air speed or ground effect 
caused the glider to crash. Unfortunately, the 
pilot decided to remain in prone thus possibly 
increasing the seriousness of the injuries. 

All of the above accidents were a result of pilot 
error - due to inexperience, overconfidence or just 
plain carelessness. These are probably traits fr om 
which most of us suffer from time to time and we a re 
fortunate if we can have a gentle reminder before 
a serious accident occurs. 

It is noticeable that a number of accidents or near 
accidents are a result of pilots l eaving the decision 
to land too late. The temptation to search for that 
elusive updraught or thermal which might be just 
over the next hill or to stay up while the l ight 
and the lift if rapidly fading, appears too strong 
to resist for some pilots . The result is often , that 

landings have to be carried out between trees (and 
sometimes on them), near fences, or with power lines 
looming up in unexpected places. Sometimes risky 
turns have to be squeezed in at low altitudes to 
avoid one obstacle, only to be confronted by 
another. In many cases gliders have been lost 
in the sea or damaged by water when unexpected 
wind conditions and fading lift made reaching an 
adequate landing place impossible. If one is lucky , 
a delayed decision to land only means a long walk 
out, or a long wait for a pick up - enough time to 
ponder whether it was worth the extra flight time 
or that challenge. Other times that decision means 
injury or damage. 

THAT'S ALL FOR NOW 
SAFE FLYING 

ULRICH KOSMER. 

(Continued from page 5) 

EXTRACTS FROM A REPORT. 

b) New bids for World Championships 1985. 

France was the only bidder, possibly 
using Millau again. Bid was accepted. France 
to submit complete regulations to CIVIL. 

CIVIL agreed in principle to support the 
case for recognising a Tow Launch World 
Championships, but it would be January 84 
before full support and recognition from 
FAI could be obtained. 

ELECTIONS OF THE CIVIL BUREAU FOR 82/83, 
President : Erwin Kjellerup 
Vice-Presidents : Stein Fossum 

Alain Badino 

Secretary 
Bill Moyes 

Barry Blore 

(SWEDEN) 
(NORh-i\ '.:) 
(I'RANC':: ) 
(AOSTFJ .. Lj
(Ut-;.:t\-'\C ;:' . 



A LETTER FROM A WANDERING MEMBER, 
ROB WOODWARD. 

A GOOD CHIP IS HARD TO BEAT 

Sitting Bernie & Jen's flat on an overcast London 
Friday afternoon, the latest Skysailors at hand, 
I decided to put pen to paper and burden you all 
with some of my impressions of Hang Gliding here 
in the UK and a few other places we have passed 
through in getting to the UK. Our trail through 
Asia revealed a great many sites with good 
potential (some mean looking volcanoes in Java), 
but a complete adsence of fliers. If they were 
there, and I'm sure there must be some, they must 
have been skying out. However, I think most people 
in Asia have enough difficulty living without 
compounding their lives with hang gliding. In 
Nepal there are some tremendous sites and I read 
with interest that Jars is organising a trip next 
year. Loops filled me in on the itinery and I 
must admit that some of the venues that are 
proposed for committing aviation will prove quite 
interesting. vic and I spent 2 weeks walking in 
the area north of Pokhara up to Muktinah. We 
climbed through Naudanda and several days later, 
up to Poon Hill and then to Tatopani. The flight 
from Naudanda to Phewa Lake should be OK as there 
are good take-offs above the town and there would 
be ample landing areas around the lake. Poon Hill 
on the other hand, could be a bit tricky as it is 
right in the mountains and although Poon Hill is 
on the saddle of a mountain pass, there is quite 
a distance of Rhododendrum forests to clear before 
flying into the valley to the north. The valley 
opens up and both sides are extensively terraced, 
it is some 10 miles and 5000' descent to Tatopani 
in the Kali Ganoaki Valley. The river here pours 
down and there are not really a surplus of landing 
areas - be warned~ Valley winds could be a problem 
as further north they roar down the valley at 30 
knots plus every afternoon, and planes don't fly. 
Mind you is the pilots can get by all the dysentry 
and try not to consume all of the hash that is 
offered cheaply in the first night, they should 
enjoy themselves immensely, provided they are not 
carry ing their gliders up to these sites. The 
scenery is really breath-taking - Good Luck~ and 
don't try to avoid walking on the grass because 
its everywhere on the trail~ 

He stopped in Israel for 3 weeks and we caught 
up with the AGUR Hang Gliding factory . Here 
Anatoly Cohn is producing 2 types of glider. An 
intermediate and an advanced comet copy "The Puma" 
which ahs some good ideas incorporated in it and 
looks fairly competitive. They are just getting 
into X-C and the record was 30km when we were 
there , but they have sites with plenty of potential, 
restricted only by their borders. Mind you flying 
over the Syrian border could get you shot down the 
way things are in Israel. The factory was pushing 
out q uite a few gliders, mainly for the European 
market , and if you wanted a job as you travelled 
to Europe , you could possibly write to them before 
hand and organise it. 
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We saw no flying in Israel (plenty of jets and 
helicopters) nor in Egypt (although I reckon you 
could soar the pyrimids), or in Greece or Italy. 
Italy has some superb high sites, both in the 
north and south. 

At last we reached the UK and whilst touring in a 
hire car , we saw some flying at Mere where there 
was a clubmans competition and 2 weeks later at 
Clitheroe in the Pennines for the last British 
league of the season. It was at Mere that we 
bumped into Bernie and Jen. After looking 
curiously at each other for several minutes, we 

at last were convinced we knew each other. 

Quite a surprise being so far from home, and the 
last time we met was the SA State Comps. at 
Burra 1978, which were blown out and we resorted 
to drunken folk dancing~ The atmosphere at Mere 
was dominated by the sound of Trikes roaring 
around the sky, as conditions for free flying 
were not very good for the whole weekend. I was 
very surprised just what they were doing in these 
trikes - amazing aerobatics, 2-up flying and night 
flying. It was quite a good social event and it 
was good to see all the latest innovations and 
new gliders, even if the flying was no good. Bernie 
flying a Meteor carefully waited until the conditions 
looked good before setting up and they just a bit 
too long before taking off, because the wind 
switched and we only just managed to pack up before 
it rained (very common in England). UK pilots 
amuse themselves by poking fun at the Moyes 
glider as it is a fair bit heavier than their 
gliders. 

We spent some time travelling the UK up through 
Wales to Scotland (trying in vain to find out 
Terry Tipstall's origin and ancestry), before 
turning up at Clitheroe for the League. This 
weekend was to prove a washout also, although I 
almost got my first flight in 8 months on a 
Comet. I'd carried the bloody thing up this 
600' hill, rigged, checked the harness and the 
wind switched, then the cloud came down so you 
couldn 't see your hand in front of your face - so 
we hurriedly carried the glider down again. Fast, 
because we had our shorts on on the way up because 
it was hot, but when the could came in, it was so 
cold it was unbelievable - very unused to cold 
weather we are~ Over the weekend they managed only 
one round and it was a disappointing finish to 
what had been some very good leagues and hot 
competition . I'm convinced that the league system 
has much to do with the standard of British pilots. 
They are exceptionally competitive on the World 
competition scene. In fact, BHGA seems to run 
pretty well here and they are organised. The 
administration is 75% funded from the Government 
and I believe that until we can get that sort of 
funding for our admin, we are not going to progress 
as fast as we could. They have permanent staff 
who handle all the membership and run-of-the-mill 
enquiries , plus one guy who deals with councils and 
Government Departments and advises the Executive on 
policy . When we in HGFA can get a full time person 
paid to do a job and work on projects, I believe 
it will take a lot of the load off an over-worked 
voluntary Executi;e. 



Some of the nifty gear these pilots are using 
include ' French Connect i ons ' which I 'm s u re most 
peopl e have heard of , b ut I ' ve never seen o n e in 
use in Aust. Many fo the league pilots swear by them 
as they effectively give you better pitch control 
for less effort. Although it is a bit cumbersome , 
another factory , Southdown Sai l wings , have j u st 
released a different version which uses a linear 
bearing and looks a lot more compact , though a 
bit heavier. The Azur gliders made by ' La Mouette ' 
and the Magic by Airwave look very nice and some are 
using mylar sailcloth and a mylar sandwich sailcloth 
which offers zero porosity and a very clean wing . 

The pi l ots over here are a friendly bunch and I 
noticed them c l owning around pretty much the same 
as we do back home . On the last night of the 
League , BHGA hired a room in the Swan and Something 
Pub, put on some free booze and then we settled 
back to watch some of the top competition pilots 
in the wor l d have 3-legged races , strip each other, 
turn a Scotsman ups idedown , do rolling dives over 
3 chairs and walk around on the i r hands - a l l the 
same things we do ! 

Bernie was a guest pi l ot in the l eague , but had 
some problems getting h i s glider sorted out after 
a fork l ift truck did some tuning on it at Heathrow 
Airport ! However he ' s now got h i s parachute water 
proofed and claims he ' s really prepared for this 
English flying . One of the advantages of l iving 
here is being able to avail yourself of some of 
the superb sites in Europe and Bernie recently 
flew at a competition in Italy at San Sicario -
keep magazines ! So anyway please think of us 
s hivering over here as you enjoy the sunny 
weather of spring in Australia , and we may see you 
again next year - some time! 

Safe f l ying, expecially you Terry, 

WOODY . 
(Rob Woodward) 
c/- 29 Pall Mal l 
LONDON UK 
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HARNESS BAG 

COCOON HARNESS _ 
Re c e ssed p a r achute 
containe r & b allast, 
rope s. 

APRON HARNESS 
Stirr up, r op es. 

CARABINA 

AIRMAIL 
POST. 

.. $ 30.00 + 2.50 

.. 1 ~5.00 + 10.00 

85.00 + 7.50 

8.50 + 1. 00 
Lo cking a nd non-loc~ing 

HANGLOOPS: Small 
Me d 
Lge 

COLLARED T-SHI RTS 
Printed front & back 
Navy or Wh i te 

WARM JACKETS 
F l eecy lined with 
hood, printed front 
& back, sm & med. 

C & D HELMETS 
Small, Med, Large 

GL I DER TIES 
Set o f 4 
Red or Na vy 

BATTEN BAG 

GLIDER BAG 

3.00 + 1. 00 
4.00 + 1. 00 
5.00 + 1. 00 

15. 00 + 1. 5 0 

50.00 + 2.50 

35 . 00 + 7.50 

8.00 + 1.00 

6.00 + 1. 00 

55 . 00 + 7.50 

MOrffi DEITA GUDERS PTY.lID. 

173 Bronte Rd.. ~.~ N.SW. 2024. AusbaIia. Tel. 02 3fI7 5114. 



IT WASN'T 100 BUT IT WAS DI FFE RE NT 

I arrived in the Owens Valley and flew on the first 
practice day and then flew twelve days out of 
fifteen days of my stay there. Maybe I should not 
divulge such information as the question might 
arise "how corne you missed out on a distance, like 
10(' miles?" . I did not fly in the competition for 
two reasons; (1) I figured it would be too tough 
and demanding , especially compared to the flying 
I have been used to (2) $475 entry fee! 

The Monday after the X-C Classic most pilots were 
goin~ horne or were just flown out. Someone told 
me that Klaus Komsedt from Monaco wanted to fly 
Horseshoe Meadows. This launch is across the 
valley from Cerro Gordo and he flew 146 miles from 
there a few days prior to the competition. Mt 
Whitney is the highest point in the USA (not 
counting Alaska) and five miles to the north of 
Horseshoe at 14,495' .The idea is to arrive and 
set up on launch by 11 - 11.30, before the 
southerly comes up that part of the valley. T.O. 
is from the edge of the road and is about 100 off 
vertical. Behind take-off is another 1000' with 
spines out either side about 500 ' above take-off 
for quite a way out. So you launch into a canyon 
away from the direction you are going to travel. 

I launched first wi th Klaus still grumbl ing abou t 
our pick-up crew not having a CB radio. There were 
t .wo guys already going over the back to pick up the 
range proper as I was launching. 

Having flown Piute , Gunther and Cerro Gordo , I think 
Horseshoe is the hairiest I've got up at and the only 
one I got drilled at too, but thats another story. 

The journey started with a good launch a nd climb 
out , but for the ten minutes or so that it took, 
my flying partner did not look like launching. I 
got in radio contact with the two guys who launched 
previously and they seemed to be having fun around 
12,000' over Whitney Pass. The air seemed quite 
turbulent behind take-off , but between the lift 
and sink, I was gaining altitude quite respectively. 
Launch is at 9,000' asl, at 12,500' I started for 
Whitney pass to join the guys already there. 
There was only one when I arrived, as he had real 
good contact with an efficient sounding ground 
crew, I asked him if he wanted to go up the 
range a bit, like another 95 miles . "Daddy 
Long Legs" seemed more interested in stooging 
around there and bullshitting with his ground 
crew. I got to 13,500 ' and headed off. I 
aimed the missile for a large and long granite 
encrusted spine which had to be cooking. 

"My glider, with t he Sierra Nevada ' s in the 
background looking south . Launch is to the 
very left of the photo." Photo D .M. 
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Sure enough there was lift on the south side 
of the spine. As I circled and drifted over the 
spine, my awe was overcome, or my come was over
awed, I'm not sure which. The drift carried me 
into a huge bowl, as I circled and drifted the 
whole cradle rose at a nice 600fpm increasing to 
1100fpm at max . height. The word " bowl" only 
describes the general shape , but ~ot the size or 
the majesty, it is perhaps 2 miles to the points 
where it starts to drop away to monster spines. 

These spines themselves are bigger than our 
Flinders Ranges back home. The entire semi circle 
comprises of 3,000' rock pillars interspersed 
with long thin water falls which have been turned 
into vapour by their drop and the wind. Circling 
and climbing in this granite cathedral, I eventually 
got to peer over the rim. My eyes rolled across a 
carpet of dark green pine forests and giant grey 
rock slabs , interspersed with this were random 
sprinklings of lighter green meadows mingled with 
frozen lakes and snowfields which blew me out , 
to say the least . For me alone there at 15 , 000 ' 
ill the presence of this frozen wilderness, it was 
enchanting . 

The magnitude and intensity of getting very high 
over these colossal mountains is hard to imagine 
even after looking at my photographs. I reached 
17 , 000 ' a few times over the whites , even apart 
from that there is no comparison to the Sierra 
Nevadas . 

The first thirty miles of the Sierras from Horseshoe 
are very steep, grading from gnarly snow capped 
peaks being supported by steep long rock spines and 
walls built on a foundation of miles of alluvium 
stretching out into the Owens Valley. 

Perhaps the foregoing part of this "journey" by 
air lulled me into the old "she'll be right mate " 
attitude, as I allowed to get down to 7 , 800'. This 
was not enough to get out to the highway and I 
had no ground crew to guide to my landing area. 
So as I was sinking down a small spine, 50fpm was 
manna from heaven. I eventually got back up to 
13,000' drifting over what looked like a ski 
resort and back into wonderland . Another ten or 
so miles to my real big problem, crossing the 
Owens Valley to Black Mountain. A few days earlier 
I had crossed from Black to the Sierras and got there 
with 9,000 ' so maybe it was not going to be too hard. 

I decided to leave the Sierras early to take 
advantage of the southerly. Also so that I was 
crossing the valley over a big dark volcano and 
the town of Big Pine with the hope of extra lift . 
I got 50-l00fpm over the town , but it had a very 
strong drift . This scrap and me eventually went 
our different ways , leaving me at the base of 
Black Mountain with 400 ' above the valley floor. 
I landed alongside a swimming hole where an 
American couple were spending the afternoon with 
their kid and a few tinnies . They force - fed me 
a few Buds , took me home , fed me supper and more 
beer, when I could hardly stand anymore, trans
ported me and my missile back to Bishop Airport . 

DERMOT MEANY 
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HANG GLIDING 
ACCESSORIES 
D.O.T. approved (No. 2235) Parachute harness 

and canopy manufacturers 

The Back-up Chute 
CANOPY AND BRIDLE ONLY $297* 
DEPLOYMENT BAG S15,50* 

BACK-UP SHUTE CONTAINER $20.50* 

Deluxe Prone Harness 
$%.50* 

STIRRUP $10* 

Altimeter 
$92.50* 

Summer Harness 
$99.50* 

COCOON HARNESS $146* 

C&D H/G Helmet 
$46* 

Kite Bag 
$59* 

*IF IT'S NOT LISTED ASK US 

PARACHUTES AUSTRALIAm: 
68 WENTWORTH AVE. , SYDNEY 2010 

Tel. (02) 211·5555 
Prices ' include Sales Tax 



THE TAO OF FLIGHT 

I don't want to sound like a monk or anything, but 
1 do want to say something about the way in which 
f lying touches, or can touch our souls and, so doing, 
' an bring us closer to a realisation of ourselves 

a nd our universe. I hope that, through reading 
t his, some of us may look at flying in a differeht 
way - as a very special and very beautiful way of 
r elating to the way of things , and of handling the 
maze that our lives have become . 

'rhe way we live and have lived up until now, throws 
us together in relationships that are first and 
foremost productive relationships. To survive as 
i ndividuals we must produce and reproduce our means 
o f subsistence. To exist as a species - as a 
s ociety - we must produce and reproduce ourselves, 
our consciousness, and our universe. Because of 
t hese needs , and of our imperfect means of satisfying 
t hem, we divide ourselves both from our fellow and 
f rom our environment , perceiving ourselves as distinc' 
physical , mental and spiritual entities. Thus, 
through our necessary reactions to our needs, we 
divorce ourselves from ourselves, our fellows, our 
universe, and the Tao . 

So we live our lives at all times driven by a lack, 
a gap that we never quite fill. We try to fill this 
gap with what we see as our real needs; security: , 
status , wealth , religious merit, etc; never reallslng 
that these are illusory and that what really counts 
is all around us all the time. This false striving 
is what the Buddha called 'Kharma', and what Marx 
later referred to as alienation. It pervades our 
whole lives , becomes the norm and, as such, becomes 
imperceptible . 

"So", you ask, "what has all this to do with hang 
gliding?" Just this - Our collective insecurity 
manifests itself in hang gliding as a need to 
establish ourselves as recognisable , worthwhile 
i ndividuals . We measure distances flown, hold 
records , and strive to achieve the desired, 
quantifiabl e results. We seek to justify ourselves 
b y watching, judging, and comparing these results. 

I said before that flying is a very special and 
beautiful thing . This is because, unlike most of our 
a ctivities , it sets no intrinsic goals. It is 
goal - less and meaningless - a pure, intuitive way 
o f being and of relating to the universe. 

I saw a show on tel evi sion ; a documentary about 
rock climbing and a c l imber was talking about being 
on a face. He was ta l king about how the top ceases 
to be important. Al l that matters is being there , 
f ingers wedged into cracks , feet clinging to minute 
ledges and irregularities , face pressed agalnst :he 
warm rock , l ooking neither up nor down - Just belng . 
There is no rationality in such a situat ion , no 
reason for being there . One can impose reasons 
and justifications , striving to reach the top , rather 
t han letting the top come down in its own way and 
t ime . But in so do i ng , the climb i tse l f is lost , 
~ acrificed to the goal . The whole exer cise 
descends back into the scr amble of our egoistic 
lives . 
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By allowing ourselves to be seduced by cross
country goal-setting and competition results, we 
are undergoing the same destructive process. We are 
becoming single minded , individualistic, obsessive 
and, like all fanatics, are losing sight of what we 
are doing. We judge the state of hang gliding by 
the achievements of individuals. We have competitions 
to judge ourselves against others , hoping 
desperately to justify ourselves by our achieve
ments; inflated by our victories and spurred on by 
defeat to more desperate efforts , chasing harder 
and harder after an imaginary end, so that flying 
is used merely as a means to that end. 

These days, it is common to see new pilots coming 
to places like Stanwell straight from the training 
slopes , acquiring the necessary skills and ratings, 
then "progressing" quickly into the ever- expanding 
competition circuit in a re l entless drive to establish 
themselves in the hang gliding world. This is not 
the fault of the new pilots . The responsibility 
lies with instructors who insist on teaching by 
numbers and over emphasise the importance of cross
country and competition flying , and with experienced 
pilots who abandon the aesthetic aspects of flight 
in favour of distance. The arts of aerobatics 
and low dune soaring are being lost in the race 
for records. I wonder how many new pi l ots even 
know what a chandelle is. This most beautiful 
of turns has been a l l but lost from our 
vocabulary . As for sand dune f l ying, it is being 
almost totally neglected , and even discouraged in 
most training programmes . It seems that flying 
for fun is becoming a mere atrophic reminder of 
the " bad old days". 

So what do we do about it? How do we get back to 
what flying is a l l about? This is not an easy 
question to answer because everyone must largely 
find their own answers, depending on their own 
circumstances and the type of sites available 
to them. I am not saying that we should forget 
about cross-country or competition flying ; both 
have a place in hang gliding and should be 
encouraged . What I am saying is that there are 
many other, equally rewarding aspects of f l ying 
that deserve equal encouragement and exposure . 
We should be concentrating on expanding the 
horizons of this ver y special pursuit , rather 
than allowing individualism and specia l isation 
to drag i t down to the l evel of a mere competitive 
sport. 

I hone that this artic l e , oblique as it may seem , 
will· reach some of you , and he l p you to rea l ise 
the perfection that f l y ing c a n bring . You don ' t 
have to chase it . Just f l y to be free and let 
your bird- brain take over! 

NOTE : "Tao" can mean many thi ngs , and o f ten has 
religious significance . However in t h i s 
ar t ic l e I have used it i n its simplest 
fo rm; ie. the way o f things . 

CHRI S SOUTH 



Grade limited to Hang lYour trip leader Phil Mathewson. 
Tour cost per person $930 ex Kathmandu (Nepal), ex 

Sydney/Melbourne $1975. Nearly all food, accommodation, 
equipment, return air fares provided. 
Departs March 4, 1983. JOIN US and be amongst the fIrst to 
hang glide amidst glistening Himalayan peaks. 

------------------Contact us today, as numbers strictly limited. YES! I want to know more about I 
Australian Himalayan Expeditions soaring in the Himalayas. Please rush I 
159 Cathedral Street me your detailed brochure today. I 
Woolloomooloo NSW 2011 
Phone: (02) 357 3555 Name(s) I 
Outdoor Travel Centre 
377 Little Bourke Street Address I 
Melbourne VIC 3000 ~ 
Phone: (03) 67 3354 e::erJi2; P/code__ I ----------------------



Hullo Scum 

Captain Raymondo speaking. We will have no more 
of this insubordination in the ranks - no more 
flying above 300 ' (or 91 . 46 metres) and no more 
flying wi thin sight of a human person inclusive 
of yourself , and don ' t let me hear of anymo r e of 
your snivelling about the ANO - I may t ear it up 
if my eggs aren't cooked exactly to my liking 
tomorrow at b r eakfast. So shut up and fall in, 
or I will threaten you with a two day old lammington. 

Now t hat we have things straight , you grovelling 
moodniks , take particu lar note of the following 
memos ..... . 

The final round of the State titles will be held 
at Coopl acurripa on Nov 6 and 7 (before this 
magazine is printed - God Damn - fire the Editor~) 

Well, notwithstanding such events (bureaucracy talks), 
the Nationals are to be held at Cooplacurripa at 
a time to be decided, a fter the publication of this 
month's me agre edition of Skysailor . Wait, I ' ve 
j u s t decided in my usual manner, irrationally, they 
are to be held in l ate February 1983 - so get 
yourse lves organised scum. 

NOW, it has come to my attention that two Aust. 
pilots have been nominated for best make-up and 
bes t cinamatography in the Sport Australia awards 
this year. They are Rob de Groot for his award 
'dinning 250 millimeter flight last year sometime 
,nd Steve Hoyes for his outstanding contribution 
to Poetry. The further categories of best near
~ ighted mental cripple and best performance by a 
Lhree- toed wart are expected to be taken out by 
hang glider flyers as well, but nominat,ions have 
been slow for these categories. Keep up the good 
work ~ 

At this point I was going to give a talk on tits 
and bums , ah , but my mother won't let me . So, 
grovel you scum , and keep up the grovelling till 
next month when the topic of my talk will be how 
~any mosquitoes it takes to screw in a light bulb . 
Ti ll then , attention~ 

CAPTAIN RAYMONDO 
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NEWS EXTRA 

Two more barnicle encrusted Safety Officers have 
been raised from the depths of obscurity in the 
past weeks. They are .. . .. 

EMIL KLEMENS 
Carters Road, 
GROSE VALE 2753 
Tel. 047 721432 

WAYNE COLLISON 
31 Robinson Ave 
LAMBTON 2299 NEWCASTLE 
Te:).. 522566 

(If any flyer can help in locating either Grose 
Vale or Lammington, could they please come forward. 

CAPITANE RAYMONDO. 



ST.~NWELL REPORT 

The unthinkable has happened. Stanwell's first 
mid air collision! It has always been known as a 
possibility, parti cularly in light conditions, 
but it was quite horrendous to see it happen. One 
glider tumbling uncontrollably from about 800 ' 
towards the east face. Miraculously it resulted 
in only a broken arm and a few bruises. You will 
no doubt obtain a more detailed description of 
what happened from the accident report. 

The lesson to be learnt (apart from the obvious 
one of looking where you are going) is that 
inexperienced pilots need more room to move, and 
it is important for other pilots to be able to 
recognise them. In the past it was relatively 
easy to recognise the learner, because he was 
generally flying upright and in an old model 
glider. This is no longer the case. Consequently 
the Stanwell Club has decided that those pilots 
with Hang 2 ratings who are permitted to fly 
Stanwell under supervision of a Safety Officer 
must carry a red ribbon about a metre long and 
at least four inches wide, fixed to the keel. 

~le would like to reiterate - because it needs 
reiterating - that Stanwell is a Hang 3 site . 
Hang 2 pilots who have the requisite number of 
flying hours may fly at Stanwell in order to 
obtain their Hang 3 from a Safety Officer. Other 
Hang 2 pilots who do not have their hours up, 
but who are certified by a Safety Officer as being 
capable of safely flying Stanwell may do so, but 
only under the supervision of a Safety Officer. 
In other words, if you have a Hang 2, you must 
see a Safety Officer e ach time before you fly. 
We had another example recently of a Hang 2 
pilot going into the sea because of a lack of 
appreciation of weather conditions. This is the 
sort of thing that happens with monotonous 
regulari t y when ine xperienced pilots don't 
appreciate the problems that might arise at the 
particular time. 

We would also like to remind Hang 4 pi l o ts who go 
to Mt Keira that there is a l og book in the kiosk 
to be signed . The reason for this is to keep a 
record of the number of peopl e flying from Mt 
Keira in case we have more prob l ems with the 
Council . It might be a nuisance, but statistics 
such as these are invaluable when it comes to 
countering ill informed generalisations which 
often arise when there are objections to the 
use of the site. 

Now that daylight saving is upon us, meetings will 
be held at 8 pm. on the first Sunday of every 
month either at my place, 19 Stanwell Ave, Alan 
Daniels at 43 The Drive, Rod Stevens at 14 Beach 
Road, or Steve and Marsha's at 42 Stanwell Ave, 
by rotation. There is usually a sign on the hill 
to let you know where the meeting will be held on 
that particular Sunday. New members and visitors 
are of course most welcome. 
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We are hoping to have some discussions with the 
supervisor of the Wollongong Ambulance at a futur e 
meeting about demarcation disputes and bureaucratic 
absurdities that have arisen in recent cliff 
rescue attempts. The Police Cliff Rescue Service, 
Ambulance Rescue Service and the Wales Helicopter 
are remarkably prompt in getting to the scene, but 
after that the Keystone Cops Show begins with a 
series of unedifying public demarcation disputes 
about who is in charge, whose equipment and 
personnel is to be used, and finally (one suspects) 
who is going to be on TV. All of this takes far 
more time that the actual rescue. Meanwhile at 
the bottom of the cliff ...... Having said that I 
think we all realise that the guys in these 
services are fairly dedicated, and a little bit of 
discussion about the matter might result in avoiding 
what can only be described as black comedy in the 
last two rescue attempts, one involving a hang 
glider pilot and the other some wandering boys 
caught half way up the east face . 

In addition the Volunteer Coast Guard at Hill 60 
have been rumbling a little about pilots down 
there, so we hope to have their leader up for a 
little chat. It doesn't look like there is a big 
problem, and a little appreciation of the problems 
of pilots by the Coast Guard and vice versa should 
sort it out . 

skySO(Jing 
. PO 

VAROIMETERS 

ildustries 
Box 103, Th irrou 1 2515

1 

Hummingbird VE-IO ............ $214 
Ball 620H, Small audio 

vario ...... $300 
Ball 651, Compact audio vario/ 

digital altimeter in 
padded bag .......... $540 

651 Bracket .. : .-: .... ~ $22 
warranty and Service included. 

KW1K CLAMPS ........................ $24 

ALTIMETERS 
Thommen 2000-26 .............. $132 
Wrist strap .................... $8 

AIR SPEED INDICATOR 
Hall wind meter with . 

bracket ....... $35 

PARACHUTES 
Prolite Pulled Apex chute by A.A.S. 
Fastest opening, most efficient 
super compact. Weighs 3~ Ibs.$370 
Container bag ................ $20 

COCOON HARNESSES 
Advanced Air Sports ..... from $220 

p/JOfIe SIeve K ennord (042) 
611194 



Le st Flights To Date 

Monday - 1 Nov. 
Tuesday- 2 Nov. 

Ian O'Neil 
Wes Hill 

(scores not yet available 

62 kms. 
- 60 kms. 

For more details phone Wes or Ian 
tIf you have a couple of hours to spare ). 

RUMOU RS, illS 8ND HALF-TRUTHES 
The VHGA has actually voted to introduce 
Associate Membership. ( a victory for 
Womens Lib ). 

Mike Escort doesn't recommend the lower 
take-off section at Buangor. 

Much reminiscing was done at a recent BBQ 
-'we believe a new "Hang gliding Trivia 
Column" (or Competition) could eventuate. 

You may have heard that the membership 
fees are to be increased to $41 !!?? 
Dave is again preparing an election 
campaign for the Breakaway Dave Harding 
Hang Gliding Association.Membership $10 
Current Hembership - 1. 

As sociate Membership is currently being 
he ld up due to a technical hitch- John 
still has to price the "cute hats and 
b"ldges". 

Jlhn Amor has volunteered ( fool! ) to act 
aa Fund Raising Officer for the Association. 
1;" has some very interesting !!! ideas (WE: 

i) ,'e waiting with bated breath, and hope the 
Vice Squad aren't around.) 

Is there any truth to the rumour that JR 
(not of Dallas fame), that well-known 

VlC personality is upset because he did 
not rate a mention in" '::'HAT"recent 
underground magazine? 

, : rash" Aitken has done it again. 

1 ruce is to enter Mastermind- special 
topic " Dr Who 1965-1981 " 
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TAKEOFF TECHNIOUE AT THERMAL SITES 

(an extract from "Dirty Tricks for Aspiring 
Hang 5 ' s " by X E FALCON. ) 

"Happy is the ridge rat, for the strength of 
the wind shall be his measure, and he shall soar 
(almost) every time; Yea, shall his Dwyer be 
blessed" 

- St Francis Rogalla 16:22 

When you go thermalling you may as well leave the 
Dwyer at home unless you're one of those sissies 
who mount them on a pole on the A-frame because 
they drink too much and can ' t feel the wind on 
their nose any more. 

You know what it ' s like. Forty guys on the 
take- off, and no-one wants the glory of being 
first off. All the bunnies have gone to the 
bottom, its getting late .... how can you tell 
what's going on out there? It can be still on 
the hill , but pumping out front. It can blow a 
gale on top, but be dead as a used duracell 
everywhere else. What do you do? Who do you 
believe? Even more important, how do you get 
someone else to try it out for you? 

The answers to these questions are not simple, nor 
since the Pope has not deigned to hand down a 
Bill on the subject are they infallible. But we 
present them in the interest of information in 
the sport. ..... 

1. 

2. 

3 . 

If concrete slabs are being hurled skywards 
in front of launch, then go for it . 

NEVER volunteer to be first to launch unless 
concrete s labs are being hurled skywards. 

Complain bitterly that "w" never takes off 
first and that it is his turn . If he says 
that you never do either, remind him of the 
day the concrete slabs were coming up face. 

4. Never launch when Steve Moyes is grovelling 

300' below take-off . 

5. 

6 . 

7. 

8. 

9. 

If someone 300' below launch starts emulating 
an elevator, take off and park just above his 
kingpost. 

NEVER launch JUST because there are people 
zooming around thousands of feet above. 

String bits of toilet paper EVERYWHERE in 
the launching area. Not only is it a good 
wind direction indicator, but it makes the 
wind look much stronger than it is. Someone 
might be fooled into launching. 

Watch the trees below take-off. Uprootings 
and sudden defoliation usually mean at least 
moderat,e lift approaching . 

If all else fails and you had to take off, 
don ' t fly in sink. 

NEXT MONTH: COMPETITION CB RADIO TECHNIQUE -
"Are you there, Big Nick?". 



Every man and his dog at Ben nevis 

SOUTHERN SNIPPETS 

MISSING- Lost at the Ben nevis Comps 
- one deck chair, beer-stained, originally 
blue floral- if in your possession, please 
return to IAN BAIG .. 

Bruce - "aninga - aninga - aninga - aninga" 
Ask for a demo. 

Ian - "I can dig it!" 

One of the many helpers trying to put Freds 
n ew missile together was trying to put the 
numbered batons in,and remarked "Blast! why 
don't the top and bottom baton nurr.bers line 
up?"1t 
Col -" That's the patented Irish system - if 
the top and bottom are both numbered 
dif f erentlv . vou have double the chance of 
at least one of them be ina riaht! 

Ross to Rosemary - " Good Morning 
that's off the record !!! " 

and 
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Photo; Penny Elliot. 

DE-FLY-OR ATA 

F l y aggr ess i ve l y a bo ve t he noise and was t e and 
r e member wh at c omfo r t the r e may be in owning a 
parachute . "Avo i d qui e t Cl nd pass i v e mod e l 
ai r craft fl yer s unless you a r e in need o f a sleep . 
Check you r wings a r e l eve l b e f o r e take- o f f ". 

Speak g l owi ngly o f t hose g r eat e r tha n yourse l f (ie . 
your Kite Agen t o r Safety Offi cer s) and heed well 
t he ir advice even t hough they may be Tur keys ; know 
wha t to k i ss and wh e n. " Con s i der t ha t t wo wrongs 
never make a ri gh t, :,u t a Moyes does ". Wherever 
possible put peop l e on ho l d . 

Be comfor t ed tha t in the face of all aridity and 
dis illusionment and desp i te the changing weather 
t here is a l ways a b i g fo r tune in computer 
maint enance (ask Reyno) . " Remember Mount Buffalo". 
F l y at a ll times t o win , be not afraid to loop , roll , 
wing- over, 360 o r spin . Know your glider; if you 
need he l p , pul l you r chute . 

Exer cise cau tion when sharing location of your 
secr et sigh t s , especially with those pilots closest 
to you . " TIB t t u rkey on you r l eft for instance ". 

\. 

Be assured t ha t i f you bomb out a walk through the 
ocean of most soul s will scarcely get your feet wet . 
" Fall not i n l ove the r efore ; it Ivill only keep you 
grou nded " . 



Graceful ly surrender the things of your youth 
stored in your Father's garage, your SK1, your 
bes t flying thongs, your ultra liqht cardboard 
helmet and dwyer liar; and let not the sands of 
t .ime get in your lunch or leading edges. "To soar 
on nil wind days, hirE: a boat with rope or ea·t 
bake d beans". For a good time, phone the Planet 
on 818 0491. 

Take heart amid the deepening cu's that your 
glider is certified; (wonce it ment insane) and 
reflect that whatever misfortune may be your lot, 
it could be worse in Sydney. You are a freek of 
the establishment; you have no right to be here, 
and whether you can hear it or not, the Establish 
is laughing behind your back. 

Therefore make peace ,,,ith your God whatever you 
conceive hi~ (God is a male) to be, Manufacturer, 
Agent, Safety Director or Cosmic Muffin. "With 
all its hopes, dreams, promises, retrenchments, 
dole queues and urban renewal, the world continue~ 
to deteriorate" . Give up, go flying. 

CAPTAIN BIRDSEYE 

found written on the base of a cumulus cloud, 
20,000 feet up. 

John Murby taking off from Ben nevis. 

Victorian Bang 
Gliding School 
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Mike 3470295 

Wes 2777942 7 David St Carlton 

THE VICTORIAN HANG GLIDING SCHOOL IS: 

1. The only Victorian Hang Gliding 
School with Moyes "Mars" -

2. 

the purpose designed and built 
training glider. 

The only Victorian Hang Gliding 
School that teaches with H.G.F.A. 
recorrunended LUlITED class sizes 
- 3 students (max.) per glider. 
- 6 students (max.) per instructor. 

WE teach the correct take-off techniques. 

WE teach with the aim of soaring flight 
as our goal. 

Photo; Penny Elliot. 



John Reynoldson waiting £or a cycle at Ben nevis. 

• NeW'~ Mt Up .y~. 
• Sttongej i*ftaml

H.Z.H;Q.A. ~lftcatiOft. 

• 8etterftniah - IMW 
_~., c'oatei ~ ••. etc. 

• Three ... , 18& 164 and 
. 140 aq.. ft in pr~tion now. 

.. DE~R INQUIRIES INVITED 

Photo; Penny Elliot. 
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,Designed in N ,Z . 
./ 

..,. PRICE Aus $ 1425,00 
N,Z. $ 1895,00 

Prices subject to change with exchange ra~ , 

VAMPYRE is a winner; 

1st, place Italian Nationals, 
1 st. place Owens Valley X·C Qualifier. 
Almost ALL of N.Z:s top pi lots flew a 
Vampyre at t he N,Z. Nationals, 
1 st, Hawaii Ridge Races 2 yrs runn ing, 

LANCER IV. now with coated wires 
quick to setup system etc. Two sizes 175 
and 195 sq. ft , Aus S 865,00 

IMMEDIATE PARTS AND BACK - UP SERVICE 

Taz Harnesses. Parachutes 
Instruments and all hang gliding 

Accessories 

l!;viC~ 
LTD 

P,O , Box 45087, Te Atatu , Auckland . 
New Zealand, 
Telephone HSN 66·377 



MID-NORTH REPORT 

It was very pleasing for Rob Hibbert and myself to 
see the Tonsley Hotel pilots up north for the 
October long-weeke nd. I am confounded why so few 
pi l o t s make the l~ hour trip to the Snowtown area. 
Rob and I have flown inland on 9 out of the last 
10 weekends and flown X-C (more than 20 krns) on 7 
out of the las t 10 weekends. 

The NSW pilots who were here for the State titles 
at Easter will be interested to hear the Southerly 
facing " Bluff" 20 minutes from Snowtown is now 
accessible . On 31/10/82 Tony Gordon (with no less 
than six pickup drivers!), Rob and myself were 
treated to an incredibly powerful cloud street day 
from this new site . Officially known as Barn Hill 
flights from this site have been in directions from 
NNW to ENE. On Sunday, despite a c l oudbase of only 
4,500' AGL (5,700' ASL), thermal strengths were 
very strong low dO\vn. A car boot lid was badly 
bent by one whirly that went through at the base of 
the hill and windst.rengths on take-off varied from 
5 to 20 knots. 

All three of us got away but found ourselves tossed 
sideways out of cores low down. Rob and Tony 
recorded per sonal bests, both being in their first 
season of cross country . It was c l ear 160krns+ was 
attainable . 

My route involved flying just to the north of 
Gl adstone where I live and behind a range of hills 
overlooking Pt Pirie. It was a major error not to 
give the overdevelopment over these ranges a wider 
berth , as it caused a large blue gap, needing me 
to "change lanes " in the c loud str eet. I failed 
to cross with sufficient height, and despite diving 
360s into the core I e ncountered on the other side , 
I could not work it and eventually lost out . As I 
landed a dust d evil spr ang off as if in contempt 
of my attempts to use the thermal. With only 60kms 
and sti ll five hour s of daylight l eft , it was 
certainly an opportunity blown. The best I 've 
ever had . 
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Although this was not the longest flight in either 
time or distance we've had this season, it brought 
home to me the fact a world class distance is 
possible in SA. From where I landed, cloudstreets 
continued onto the Flinders and beyond - with more 
p ilots having a go and higher ground temperatures 
to allow higher bases, a significant flight is not 
far off. 

The country contributo r s to the SAHGA funds would 
like a Tonsley Hotel report. Could any of the 
Adelaide coastal flyers obl ige? 

Finally, I would like to welcome Ralph Buckley to 
SA from the ACT, I hope he can inject some aggression 
into the Adelaide flying scene . 

STEVE BLENKINSOP 

CURRENT SAHGA SAFETY OFFICERS 

1. Bill Temby 
Box 2391 GPO 
ADELAIDE SA 
Ph. 270 2032 

5001 

2. Alan Wood 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

16 Greenway Drive 
SURREY DOWNS SA 5126 
Ph . 251 1746 

Phil F1entje 
4 Pridmore Road 
GLEN OSMOND SA 
Ph. 79 3417 

Kym Stanc1iffe 
5/8 Lenox Street 
CAMPBELLTOWN SA 

Rob Davis 
17 Hea ther Road 
HAPPY VALLEY SA 
Ph. 381 8679 

Dave Wearing-Smith 
21/180 Seaview Road 
HENLEY BEACH SOUTH SA 
Ph. 353 3333 

7. Phil Sjostrom 
PO Box 53 
MELROSE SA 5483 

8. Andy Mower 
16 Davenport Terrace 
SEACLIFF PARK SA 5049 · 
Ph. 298 7837 

9 . Larry Jones 
c/- C10udbase 
499 Crown Street' 
SURRY HILLS NSv7 2010 

10. Gary Fimeri 
22 Go1f1ands View 
MORPHETT VALE SA 5162 
Ph. 384 5742 

11. Peter Sa1ewski 
5 Waraki1a Road 
SHEIDOW PARK SA 5158 



PARACHUTES AUSTRALIArn: 
68 WENTWORTH AVE., SYDNEY 2010 

Tel. (02) 211·5555 

ITEM NUMBER U9 $226.00 

(WITH RECESSED PARACHUTE CONTAINER) 

DELUXE COCOON 

HARNESS 

SMALL 5'2" - 5'5" MEDIUM 5'6" - 5'9" LARGE 5 I 10" - 6' 2 " 

DEPLOYMENT BAG, ITEM U13 $15.50 

BACK-UP CHUTE CANOPY, ITEM PS $297.00 

PACK & ASSEHBLE 

BALLAST COMPARTMENT, ADD 

OUTSIDE COLOUR (CORDURA) 

$15.00 

$20.00 

INSIDE COLOUR (NYLON DUCK) ........................... . 

STRIPE (1) .................. (2) 

INS'DE 

COLOURS AVAILABLE 

NYLON DUCK 

RED 

YELLOW 

GREEN 

BLUE 

SKY BLUE 

WHITE 

SILVER 

BROWN 

BLACK 

TAN 

ORANGE 

CORDURA 

RED 

YELLOW 

LIME GREEN 

DARK GREEN 

ICE BLUE 

MID BLUE 

NAVY BLUE 

RUST 

SAND 

BROWN 

BLACK 

ORANGE 

NAME: .•••••••••••.•..•••••...••.•.••.••• • •• . DATE: .. . .•.•... • ......•.... • .....•.•.•... 

ADDRESS: • . . • . • . • . • . . • . • • . • • . • . . • . • . . • • . • . • . CUSTOMER O/NO: ..•. • ................. • .. •. 

DESPATCH By: •......•............ • .....•.. 

PHONE: .•....••••••••.•••••••.•••..•..••••.• RECEIVED: .. $ .. . ...................... . .. . 

RECEIPT NO. : ••..•..•.•....•.....•........ 
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Queensland News 

Notice to a l l Queensland Hang Glider Pilots. 

We have had a complaint from DOA regarding an 
incident involving a Hang Glider being flown 
wi thin controlled air space . 

DOA were quite alarmed by the fact that the pilot 
involved believed that because he was more than 
5 kms from the nearest airport he was not breaking 
any regulations by doing so. 

Please be reminded that Air Navigation Orders Part 
95 Section 95.8 Paragraph 4.4(C) States - a glider 
shall not be flown within controlled airspace. 

If you are in doubt as to the boundaries of Controlled 
Airspace in your area, phone the nearest Air Traffic 
Control Centre. Make sure before you fly. If you 
break the regulations you are jeopardizing the 
concessions granted by DOA both on a State and 
Federal level . 

Our Federal Body is presently negotiating more 
concessions. Lets make their job easier by proving 
that we are all responsible pilots. 

New Ratings for October 

Ha:1g 1 

Stephen Mole 
C Parker 

Hang 3 

B Menz 
P Fraser 

TED McALLAN 
State Co-Ordinator 

Hang 4 

T Crane 
P Edwards 
M Roos 

I wish to thank all QHGA members who have entered 
in the Queensland Cross Country League. The League 
is open till the 1 April 1983. 

HEATHER McALLAN 

PS. When sending your new Ratings to me , please do 
not enclose your HGF'A Card. The Rating Form is all 
that is needed. 
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HANG GLIDING TITLE HONORS TO NEWCASTLE 

Newcastle fliers took out all the prizes in the 
North Queensland hang gliding championship at 
Eungella west of Mackay at the weekend. 

Chris McDonald from Newcastle won both the 
total distance single flight distance event.s with 
a staggering 67.3km in a 23/4 hour flight. 

Russell Duncan was second with an aggregate of 
56.2km for two flights and also won the second 
prize for the single flight distance of 44.2km. 

Paul Mollison also from Newcastle finished third 
in the total distance event with an aggregate of 
41 . 7km and also gained fourth placing with a 
single flight of 29.7km. 

Magennis ran third in the single flight distance 
event with a flight of 29.8km and was fourth in 
the total distance with an aggregate of 34.3km. 

The championships were scheduled to be held over 
three days but strong westerly winds yesterday 
forced them to be cut back to just one day. 

Yesterday's f l ight commenced in light conditions 
at 9 am from the chalet ramp, 500m above the 
valley floor. 

A crowd of almost 300 gasped as Mackay pilot 
Derek Goull stalled on take-o:f and dropped 20m 
into a tree below the take-off ramp . 

However he was unhurt in the incident. 

The next pilot to take off was DunCdn who managed 
a flight of 44.2km to the pinnacle and returned to 
the small sugartown of Finchhaven. 

Competitors thi s year were allowed a height 
clearance of 1800, by the DOA and most of the 
prize-winners attained that height to record 
some of the best flights registered from the 
Eungella take-off ramp to date. 

Bernard Gonsalves won $25 best tryer as he was 
the only person to have 3 flights on Sunday. 

Prize money came from the following sources:. 

$ 85 
$100 
$200 

- Chalet 
- Ian King (House Building Company) 
- Ian Coulson (Owner of the Valley View 

Caravan Park) 
$340 - From entrance fees. 

Out of this money the trophies were bought ($162) 
and the remainder was split up between all the 
place- getters, except for enough to pay for a 6 
pack or bottle of wine for the drivers and helpers . 

Overheard at take- off - "You have to take-off early 
here, that way you have more time to get you r g l ider 
out of the trees and walk out of the rain forest . 

While flying X-C a few weeks ago , I asked my wife 
who was a couple of miles away standing in a cleared 
paddock , "which way is the wind b l owing". She then 
radioed back to me after quite a delay , that it 
was blowing from behind her . I thought to myself , 
I wonder which way she is facing? 

GRAHAM ETHERTON 



EUNGELLA PLACE GETTERS (TOTAL DISTANCE) 

1. Chris McDonald 67.3 N 
2 . Russell Duncan 56.2 N 
3. Paul Mollison 41. 7 N 
4 . Kev Magennis 34 . 3 N 
5. Bill Poole 26 N 
6 . Peter Werner 19.6 ? 
7. Graeme Etherton 19 Townswille 
8. Allen Pascoe 14.7 C 
9. Peter Ebeling 14.3 ? 
10. Stan Roy 14 SC 
11. Mike Ashton 13.6 SC 
12. Bernard Gonsalves 13.5 ? 
13. Mahl Oaks 12 SC 
14. Roger Chandler 10.5 Tully 
15. John Allen 10 C 

16. John Blain 9 N 
16. Dennis Cununings 9 N 
17. Shane Newell 9 Rocky 
16. Horse 9 N 
20 Ross Hinton 4.5 ? 

NOBBY NOTES 
Well the Eungella competition is over for another 
year and although the flying was a bit off and on, 
I think all who made the trip up there enjoyed 
themselves. 

There was to be quite a large contingent of NASSA 
fliers going up, but when the time came, only a 
handful actually went. Peter and Mary Ebeling did 
it solo. Whilst I had the big green Ford loaded 
to the roof racks with people, gliders and gear. 
There was Marie Roos, Gail McKee, Bernie (Speedie) 
Gonsalves and myself. 

As I said earlier, due to conditions, the flying 
was a bit off and on. Even so, nearly everyone had 
at least one good flight during their stay. 

For Marie and I, our special flights were during 
practice the day before the compo started. Marie 
accomplished here first big X-C flight by landing 
at the end of the main valley for a distance of 
17 kms. I managed to go a bit further and landed 
42 kms from take-off with Shane and Russell Duncan 
landing a bit further up the road. After such a 
great practice day, everyone was ready and raring 
to go for it on Friday. 

Unfortunately the weather went off on Friday and 
no compo flights were made. So a lot of us went 
swimming or looking at the sites (scenery). 
Saturday's weather was very much similar, although 
a few pilots managed to get off at 'Pearces Lookout '. 

There was of course , the big rage on Saturday night 
and yes, I can remember what happened that night. 
Although some may disagree, I was completely in 
control of the situation. After all, if you can 
keep from drowning whilst in the pool, avoid being 
conned into buying a Super 2 for $800 (I didn't like 
the colours anyway) and be able to identify a single 
person in a crowded hotel by the end of the night, 
you're not doing too badly. 
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Anyway, Sunday morning came, far too quickly , and it 
seemed as though the competitions could finally get 
underway. The conditions were variable during the 
day and launch changed from the Chalet to Pearces 
Lookout and then back to the Chalet again by the 
afternoon. Competition flights were accomplished 
though. 

At the end of the day Peter Ebeling had got 9th 
place whilst Speedie was 12th. Bernie won also an 
award for the ' hardest trying flier' as he managed 
3 flights on the Sunday. I got a flight in on 
Sunday, late in the afternoon, but I landed after 
the closing time for results, so it couldn't be 
used as a competition flight, but it was still a 
very enjoyable cruise. A nice way to say goodbye 
to those mountains, ridges and valley for another 
year. 

Back to reality now, the land and drifting cloud 
just a memory. And the plans for the NASSA 
Christmas party are in full swing. The party 
itself is to be held at the Glamorganvale Pub on 
4 December and we are hoping for a big roll up 
this year. 

The Committee is, 
organise an Open 
Nobby. So if the 
able to go X-C. 

at the moment, trying to 
clearance for the weekend at the 
weather is good, we should be 

If you want to come for the weekend or want to 
find out more details then ring Heather McAllan 
(07) 3955892. 

Out Club meetings are held on the last Monday of 
every month atthe Royal Mail Hotel, Goodna. The 
next meeting is on 29 November. 

The big event of October was Eungella of course. 
The weekend after though, we were up at Toowaomba 
on Saturday trying out the rarefied air on the 
downs. Sunday found some of us down at Byron Bay 
soaring some super smooth Tallows air. So we've 
been keeping ourselves busy. 

Safe Soaring 

SCOTT TUCKER 
Secretary. 

PS. There is another fly-in at Toowoomba organised. 
Its on 11/12 December. The weekend after the Nobby 
Xmas party. If you're interested, ring Heather 
for more information. 

B ITS AND PIECES 

On a recent flying trip to Gympie a certain party 
was a little concerned about sleeping space in 
their Falcon Sedan, until they found room for one 
in the glove-box ...... do they make big Falcons 
these days, or little guys? 

Another of our flyers may be improving his precision 
flying (or is it his eyesight?), after discovering 
that kneecaps and rock outcrops don't agree ..... . 

Meanwhile the barbed-wire fence is another story . 

Horror story of the year ...... fir s t ever ramp launch 
at "Eugnella" after hearing vivid accounts from the 
tree- top technicians. 



OVER THE BACK - FIRST TIME 

Toowoomba is the main centre of the Darling Downs 
farming region in the banana benders state of Qld. 
Although there are no bananas this far inland, 
the Darling Down is riddled with endless dark 
plowed fields and the rather hot, dry nature of 
the climate makes it a sailplane pilots' playground. 
Clubs at Jondaryn and Kingaroy are noted for their 
cross country records. 

The flat nature of the terrain presents a launching 
problem for hang gliders though, and in our search 
for launch sites, sometimes even a mirage looks good: 

Well, we have one ridge - Story Mountain, a 450' 
lantenna covered ridge overlooking Oakey township. 
Last year a very thoughtful and prosperous builder 
constructed a road up to the top and built a house 
there, but he was less than thoughtful when he 
prevented hang glider pilots from using the road. 
So we still struggle up the almost-2WD track up the 
back. The Toowoomba hang glider-ers (hangies) 
constructed a massive ramp at the top some months 
ago and it has made launching much easier. Story 
Mountain faces the prevailing winter south-westerlies 
and makes for smooth winter ridge flying. But 
although it looks out over the large flat Darling 
Downs rural countryside which begs and yet defies 
a hang glider pilot to fly 200 miles (the sailplanes 
do it), if you go over the back of Story Mountain 
there are only a few miles before you head over the 
Dividing Range (which Toowoomba is situated on) and 
into rugged, tree-matted tiger country ....... or so 
I discovered a few weeks ago in September. 

It was midday Friday and after a few weeks of summer 
type easterly winds a late burst of winter south
westerlies had pushed through and on this hot spring 
day, the neatly formed cu's overhead showed things 
were really pumping. I noticed cloudbase was quite 
high. Eager to make the most of this late and 
probably final south-westerly, I decided to skip my 
afternoon's lectures and I loaded my black and white 
Mega II on my car and drove the 15 odd miles out to 
Story Mt. At launch the wind was light and variable 
at about 6-12 knots, and the cu's seemed to have died 
and had all but disappeared. 

I launched at 3.30 pm and caught good thermals off 
the plowed fields below, which took me to 1500' 
above launch on several occasions. I flew far out 
in front of the ridge in boyant zero sink air and 
meandered around searching for something stronger. 
In between cycles I had to really scratch and 
sweat to find pockets of lift to stay up. There 
was some strong sink around and my sink alarm 
protested occasionally. At one stage I was two
thirds of the way below the top of the ridge and 
about to set up for the landing paddock when a 
pocket of lift whisked me back up to launch height. 
After about an hour of this, I was again working 
a cycle up to about 1500' above. 

It seemed to be fairly broken up with several cores 
and a lot of zero sink in between. I would work 
one core and then it would weaken and die and I 
would search around in the zero sink for another 
core. Twice I lost the thermal and had to sniff 
around for it again. 

CAN'T KEEP IT UP? • 
BALL VARIOMETERS ["iAKE A RANGE OF TOP CLASS VARIOMETERS ONE OF 

WHICH WILL SUIT YOUR REQUIREMENTS: 

* All prices quoted include the new Federal Government Sales Tax 
All prices subject to change without notice. 

t10DEL 620H - Compact, audio on up only, internal 
batteries (not suppl ied) .............................. $300* 

NEW MODEL 651 - Super vario/altimeter, audio full 
range or up only , di~ital altimete~,stream1ined cas~._ * 
uses internal batterles (not supplled) ................ $~40 

We are the Australian agent for BALL Variometers Inc. and offer 
12 months warranty (factory approved backup in Australia) on 
all variometers sold. 

ALSO AVAILABLE: 
Winter Airspeed Indicators, self contained, made for , * 
hang gliders .................................................... ·· .~121 
Replogle Barographs, light weight, rugged and ~ 
reliable, 30,000' range ..................... ······················ .:p379* 
Mechanical variometers ...... Compasses ...... Oxygen 

For further information write or call Tom Gilbert 

T. & J. Sailplane Services 
BOX 324, CAMDEN, N,S.W. 2570 

PHONE (046) 66 7079 - A.H. (046) 57 1288 
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I found I got best results once I hit upon a strong 
core to turn the glider almost immediately , rather 
than fly through the core to see how big it was -
by the time I had turned around the core seemed to 
have chopped - and - changed. Also, I seemed to 
stay in cores more consistently by pausing flyinq 
upwind for a second or two after every 360. I 
worked the thermal for ages and kept going up. I 
got sick of doing right turns and did left turns 
then went back to right turns. I kept getting 
higher and the thermal mushroomed out into a 
large, smooth consistent 200fmp up. At 3000' above 
launch, I had hardly drifted behind launch and I 
gave up pausing upwind after every turn and still 
I didn't seem to drift at all behind launch. 

Mayte there was little wind at this altitude. 
The thermal began to strengthen and at one point 
my vario screamed at 700fpm up for a while. Often 
I was going up at 500 fpm. 

My hands (ev~n inside glovps) wer~ n~b from the 
-::olr'l. My eyps w"tered "nd I snuggled my legs 
together inside my coccoon harness for warmth. 
I was grateful I was wearing a parker jacket. 

My altimeter kept clicking up 1000' increments and 
after a long 30 minutes, I was 5,900' above launch. 
Or 8000' asl. I couldn't believe it! I turned the 
glider in the blue sky and dazzlin~ afternoon sun 
to reach 6.000' above launch, but the thermal 
wouldn't give me that final little push and I 
had to settle for a 5,900' height gain. At 
8 , 000' asl, I was higher than the tallest mountain 
in Australia. The view was awesome - my car was 
just a speck below and I could harrlly rlistinguish 
it was rectangular in shape . 

From this height I could see dams and water reserves 
everywhere - all reflecting the late afternoon 
sun in my eyes. Toowoomba City - normally a major 
portion of the horizon was now a mere blob in the 
foreqround and I could see two or three times 
further beyond it. The city looked so small! 
I felt very secure with my parachute snug 
beneath me. On past occasions when I had 1500' 
above launch, I had been hesitant to go for it 
over the back. I figured I had sufficient height 
this time! So I pnlled the bar in a bit and pointed 
the glider downwind and crosswind towards 
Toowoomba City. Nothing seemed to move. From 
this height I could discern no movement at all 
along the ground beneath me. I looked back to 
the thermal I left and there was the slightest 
hint of a wisp of cloud just behind me. "Blue 
thermal" I thought. There was hardly a cloud in 
tI,e sky now. 

It was a long sleigh ride to the edge of 
Toowoomba City - 15 or 20 minutes. Twice I got a 
"bip" from my vario and I turned the glider on 
each occasion but found nothing. 

I still had 500 ' or more at the northern edge of 
town, so since the wind had all but died, I decided 
to head over the edge of the range in order to 
pick up an additional 1000' in my sleigh ride. 
I crossed the highway on the top of the range 
and headed over. Once l evel with the range, strong 
sink sucked me down at a rate which kept my sink 
alarm more often on than not. Ever been in a 
giant rotor produced by the Dividing Range? It 
was quite smooth sink really! 
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I sank out fast and was forced to land in a small 
clearing where I had landed once before v'hen 
flying off the range on an easterly day. It 
smoothed out 50 ' off the deck and I made a good 
landing. I was tired and exhilarated after 13/4 
hours in the air. 

It was 5.15pm. Since I knew from past experience 
it was a l~ hour walk out from where I had landed, 
I decided to climb up the quarry blasted side of 
the range back up to the highway. I packed the 
glider, left it in the clearing and with harness, 
helmet and instrument panel , scrambled on all 
fours (well, threes) up the quarry scree slope 
for an hour - mostly in the dark. I figured the 
sight of the harness and helmet would help me 
hitch a ride back in to town on the highway -
and it did. I got to Rosco's place and asked if 
he would be so kind as to give me a lift to the 
other side of town. He couldn't believe I had 
flown across the range from Story Mt (10 miles) and 
gained 5,900' in my first flight over the back! 

Next day Rosco and I went to pick up my glider in 
his 4WD Hiace. The landowner had burnt off the 
grass in the cleared area I had landed in, just 
before we got there and he said he didn't know 
what to think when he came across a blue wrapped 
package of aluminium and dacron, while clearing 
the area of cows - but he had moved it out of the 
fire's reach, down to a nearby stream. Thank God 
for cows! 

A LOOK AT TOOWOOMBA 

Seein ' as youse lot are all slack at writin' tall 
lies (er, sorry , stories .. .. . ) and all that stuff , 
I thought I'd use up an old rating form and bore 
youse for a few minutes. 

Seriously though, I'd like to write about our 
recent venture to Toowoomba. The flyers up there 
(all 4 or 5 of them) recently invited the Nobby 
Club to check out their new site , so a number of 
us enthusiastically accepted and Saturday 23rd was 
set . 

The day dawned bright and fine with the intended 
early start a little delayed with the general pick
up and meetings. Does it really take 2 hours - we ' re 
supposed to be there in an hour! And then .... what ' s 
this? A faint south-westerly? Didn't someone say 
the new site was north-east? Really? Oh no! the 
crowd begins to mutter! But they've got a few 
different sites haven't they? Mutter, murmur .... 
maybe we should be going to Tamborine .... Oh well, 
lets chalk up another new site. 



So off we went in convoy and with a little low 
flying and a few heart-starters later (Heather 
tells me its the reason she tool~ up knitting 
while travelling) we arrived, and 5 minutes early 
at that: Fortunately Rob, Jim and Ross found us 
before our whatta-we-do-now debate got out of hand 
and smartly herded us off to the new site. Interesting, 
very interesting .... mmmm,yes, looks likp. you could 
get out to that first paddock OK. 

You can't land there - power lines: 

Oh er you mean the, er landing paddock is waaaay 
over there? What about those TREES? (Some Nobby 
flyers having this strange thing about TREES:). Well 
the Toowoomba boys have done a lot of work for 
this new site which shows plenty of potential, so 
lets hope with the right winds their efforts will 
be rewarded. 

We were then taken out to a westerly site, a little 
boomerang shaped range called Story Mt. overlooking 
the downs, with a 450' launch and one of the best 
ramps we'd ever seen - (Good one fellas). After 
failing to get the cars up the hill, we transferred 
gliders, gear, dogs, cats and kitchen sinks to the 
4WD and the race was on. with set up room for about 
4 gliders only, it was first in, best served. Maybe 
the press coverage was an added incentive?: 

Henk was first off and after a few passes and 
reasonable height gain, disappeared around the 
southern tip of the ridge. Not to be outdone, 
Scott vanished over the back with everyone assuming 
he had gone for one of his lengthy X-C flys again. 
We later heard there was sink and more sink - its 
a worry: As the afternoon wore on the rest of us 
had flights of varying success. Ted could do no 
wrong - once they got him off that is: How does 
it feel Rob, swinging off the EF's front wire, 3' 
above the ramp? Gavin was well pleased with his 
first ramp launch and yours-truly had no sweaty 
paws or other nervous symptoms on take-off. Amazing 
what the Eungella site will cure. Anyway it sure 
was a great view from above story Mt and X-C looked 
inviting, but the sink was alarming and finally I 
opted for the bottom landing field. Other events 
of the day - over an hour looking for a certain 
X-C pilot who left his glider and went back to the 
pub: Having been more of a flyer than a driver, 
I now totally sympathise with drivers everywhere: 

I believe everyone thoroughly enjoyed themselves 
with many thanks to the Toowoomba flyers. They 
helped everyone off before flying themselves, as 
well as giving up valuable drinking time to find 
lost pilots: Such hospitality and enthusiasm was 
great to see: We'll certainly be back: 

MARIE ROOS 
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SKYTREK 

Newcastle Agents 
Now offering for test flight 

THE PRO B E 

Combining the design technique of STEVE 

POWTER with the quality of Australia's 

Number 1 sailmaker KEVIN MITCHELL 

Reports from all areas indicate THE 

PROBE has outstanding performance without 

compromising handling which makes it 

definately deserving of your attention. 

YOUR PROOF : A TEST FLIGHT 

ALSO AVAILABLE: 

THE G Y R 0 

For the Novice to Intermediate pilot. 

Before you outlay money, you owe it to 

yourself to test fly THE PROBE or THE 

GYRO and select the kite that suits your 

needs. 

ACCESSORIES: 

We also stock a full range of Hang 

Gliding accessories at Sydney prices. 

TO ARRANGE A TEST FLIGHT: 
CONTACT: 

Kel Smith 

049-262896 

NEWCASTLE SCHOOL OF 
HANG GLID I NG 

Stew Kemmrthy 

049-752035 



LETTERS TO THE 
EDITOR 

Sir, 

After watching the members numbers at our monthly 
meetings dwindling, I think it is now time to 
reconsider allowing parachutist and powered hang 
glider pilots to become associated members of our 
hang gliding clubs. I feel now is the time for co
operation between all air sports. with luck (plus 
extra adds), it will help to contain costs, as we 
all know over the past years our subscriptions have 
continued to rise. 

At the start of truly free flight flying we had 
the exchange of good ideas resulting in the Aust. 
designed 'A' frame joining the American glider 
which has, over the years, resulted in bringing 
about our present beautiful hang gliders. 

We wish to have the present ANO changed so we can 
fly over further terrain, but the people with power 
take no notice of the weak, so we must become 
strong and as I see it, combining out forces with 
the other air sports is the way to do it. 

I realize the subject is very controversial, but 
leaving our head in the sand during these hard 
times will not help. 

My only real interest is to see our sport survive. 
I personally wouldn't have the nerve to jump out of 
an aircraft as the parachutist does and I think 
powered harlg gliders are noisy - but they are no 
threat to our sites as they like the flatlands. 
However we can learn a lot from other air sports 
as they can from us. Even BHGA in the mag, 'Wings', 
now have a section on motorised hang gliding so J 

cannot see why we cannot have such sections. in our 
'Skysailor' to adJ interest to all members. 

Anyhow I will be looking forward to what our 
members' views are. 

BILL THORNEYWORK 
9 Highland Ave 
TORRENS PK. SA 5062 
No. 51110 
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Fellow Fliers, 

When, oh when, are people going to realise that 
there is a world of difference between landing 
on top of Stanwell, and outlanding in a paddock! 
I am sick and tired of watching people of all 
levels of experience wobbling like pelicans toward 
the landing area, legs akimbo, touching down 
briefly, and looping backwards into the trees or 
onto the road. Never before has such an absurd 
practice gained such currency in hang gliding. 

The accepted out-landing method of getting out 
of prone early, grabbing hold of the uprights 
and flaring strongly on contact with terra firma 
is perfect for the types of landings which are the 
inevitable conclusion of a cross-country flight. 
This does not, however , give it universal 
applicabili ty. 

Landing on top of Stanwell requ ires a high degree 
of control with the ability to make rapid 
corrections, plenty of speed, and great accuracy. 
One thing that it definitely does not need is a 
strong flare!! As no-one can claim that spreading 
your legs, holding the · uprights , and hanging 
upright improves the manoeuvreability of a hang 
glider, the cross-country method is definitely an 
inferior method of top landing . 

I have been flying Stanwell for over six years now 
and have always remained in prone until assured of 
a safe touchdown. Staying in prone gives you more 
speed, more control, and an easier escape should 
you overfly the area. So please think a little 
before trying your next top landing. 

While on the subject of Stanwell, I would like to 
know who, (if anyone), gave their approval for 
money hungary instructors to encourage unrated 
pilots to fly at Stanwell under " radio control". 
Recently, a student of mine rang me in a state of 
great excitement to tell me that he had just flown 
Stanwell! Apparently he had been approached by 
another instructor and talked into flying from 
Stanwell under radio control. 

Apart from the obviously unethical nature of poaching 
students, the instructor in question had only ever 
seen my student fly once before, and then only 
briefly. I did not consider that he was ready at 
all to fly from Stanwell, otherwise I would have 
given him his Hang 2. 

I am told that there has already been one serious 
accident at Stanwell involving a radio-controlled 
novice and it is only a matter of time before it is 
repeated. It is high time that HGFA formulates and 
implements a clear policy on radio instruction so 
that unscrupulous and ignorant instructors can be 
stopped from risking other peoples lives for the 
sake of a fast buck! 

Safe flying, 

CHRIS SOUTH 



Dear Editor 

The revised questions for pilot verbal examinations 
associated with hang ratings cover many aspects of 
hang gliding. At no stage however is a pilot 
required to demonstrate his proficiency in attending 
to an injured fellow pilot. 

I suggest that pilots attempting ratings of 
intermediate or higher standard, should expect a 
brief discussion on first-aid as a matter of course, 
when completing verbal examinations. 

The HGFA is to be complimented for making St Johns 
basic first aid courses available to members. 
Skysailor could also be used effectively to make 
readers aware of those vital actions so necessary 
when some one comes to grief. 

We must have somebody in the ranks well qualified 
to summarise the basic St Johns course. Brief 
monthly instalments would be ideal. (Free centre
fold liftout even!). The content would best be 
limited to the treatment of injuries most common 
in hang gliding, that we be spared the knowledge 
of how best treat such catastrophies as the 
dreaded goanna bit. 

Dear Editor 

BRUCE CUNNINGHAM . 
NO. 13431. 

Good news, one of the sport's most intrepid fliers 
broke the 4~ minute gliding barrier at Williamsdale 
on Wednesday, 19th September, 1982. This difficult 
task was flown under difficult conditions, there was 
an inversion, so Peter K had to fly most of the 
flight upside down after doing two somersaults on 
take-off. Because Peter was flying an SL220 
Rogallo he eventually collided with the hill as his 
LID was less than the hill. Peter is now plannina 
a sea thermal flight across Bass Strait, so if any 
one is interested just get in touch with the Hang 
Gliding Sportsmans Club. will this super hero 
become a victim of circumstance like his brother, or 
will he just simply fade away like the colours on 
his sail. 

Ps. Saying of the month - "Lose a leg on take-off 
and the other one will just barely get you to the 
scene of the crash". 

Thank you . 
C P SKEATS 
C2 Dingley Village 
ACT 2601. 
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Dear Editor 

As a new flier to the ACT area, I have come across 
a lot of ill-feeling between the members of the 
ACTHGA, and have unfortunately become caught up 
in it. Why this petty bickering has started or 
persists, I do not know, one glaring cause of 
persistence is the constant personal attacks by 
a character calling itself XE Falcon. We in the 
ACT do not know who it is, but one thing is 
certain, that if you as our Editor of this very 
worthwhile magazine allow people such as XE 
Falcon and recently Hans Christian Randyson (A 
Flying Fairy Tale) discredit and demoralise 
individuals with no diplomacy or construction, 
then you are only adding to our problems. 

May I also point out that these rather cowardly 
types do not have the courage to sign their 
real names and if a Deformation of Character 
charge is started you as editor of the magazine 
and these characters if they can be proven to 
exist, will wear it. 

In this and following issues please edit out these 
type of letters as they benefit no-one except 
the calloused palm of the writer, if you don't, 
then at least print their names, and for that matter 
it would be good policy to print the names under 
all the correspondence you receive and print. 

We in the ACT would like to know the names of 
these two stirrers , because we cannot function 
as a divided organisation because we are far 
too small (approx. 35 members on paper) . 

Finally , as I know these two men referred to in 
these slanderous articles, may I say along with 
Bill Moyes (Aug. issue, and why a man of Bill 
Moyes' calibre has to intervene must mean 
something), that both CP Skeates and Old King 
Adolf are both men who dare to be a little 
different and have a lot to contribute to the 
great sport of hang gliding - they do not deserve 
this public bludgeoning. 

Yours sincerely 
TONY RAGG 
No. 14493 

PS. I would appreciate it if you were to print 
this letter as we all deserve a bit of a shake-up. 

Dear Tony 
regarding , A Flying Fairy Tale' 

If you can identify any characters in 
this story by their actions, then these 
people should be discouraged. If however 
the actions of the old king are not 
exhibited by any member, then the story 
refers to no-one, and all characters are 
fictitious. 

As for pseudonyms, I will not print any 
articles or letters unless I know the 
origin, and since the author may remain 
anonymous using a pseudonym is not very 
different. 

Ed. 



THERMAL SEASON SALE 

New helmets now in stock 
Cocoon harnesses, shutes and instrl~e~ts 
all reduced (limited stocks, most brands 
and models. ) 

MISSILES from $1495 

MARS from $1195 

METEORS from $950 

plus many more new and used gliders 

Dealers for Moyes, Sky trek, Pacific Kites, 
Airwaves and Seedwings. 

Why go anywhere else, when it's all here 
in the one shop? 

Talk to Ian, Larry, Michelle or Peter today. 

PHONE (02) 698 8584 or drop by for a cuppa. 

(dealer enquiries welcome) 

NSW 
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MARK.ET PLACE 

II , 

Special Light Weight VK. $850. 
Only 50 lbs. 

Excellent condition only 6 months old , with 
fold up A frame and kingpost. All coated 
cables and super clean Kevin Mitchell sail. 
(White, gold and greens). Perfect beginner/ 
intermediate kite (ideal for lady). 

write to Toni Noud or call at 43 The Drive, 
Stanwel l Park, NSW. 

Bandit - new frame - resewn sail. Clean as 
beans, reach for the stars, thick as a brick, 
etc , e tc, etc., and for only the meagre 
s um of $650 , including at no extra cost to 
the consumer, a box of nails. 

Phone Capitano Rayrnondo - 399 8672. 

VK3 - only $500 - has lots of colours in 
it and a frame to match - also has one of 
the nicest bags in all of hang gliding. 
will not swap for a carabina ONO. 

Phone Brett (02) 661 7038. 

Fledge lIB in excellent condition , recently 
overhauled and inspected. A fabulous XC 
glider also ideally suited to power. A new 
one will cost you $3000. This one is only 
$1000. H3. 

Ken Battle (02) 525 8013. 

Moyes Midi Stinger and Harness $350. 
No minimum rating. 
1 C + D H/G Helmet - $25 . 
1 Moyes prone harness (complete) as nevI - $65. 

2 sets custom built stainl ess steel H/G 
racks. Mount to front and rear bumper bars, 
particularly suite s~orts car with short roof, 
but fit any car. Eliminates any kite flex. 
$lSO/set . 

Phone (02) 818408 7 - Steve (after 9 am). 



Moyes Meteor 170. Excellent kite. White with 
red leading edge and tips. One season old. 
Perfect trim. Taken up to 8,000' asl and 
70km cross-country in one flight. Very 
light on roll and pitch. First in gets this 
fine wing, as I have other commitments for 
this season and won't be flying. H3 rating. 
$1,270. aNa. Freight paid anywhere in Aust. 

Write: Paul Hubbard 

Phone 

73 Boundary Road 
Maryland 2287 

(049) 516470 

Swift 170 - Good condition - Blue and 
white. H3. $900 

Dave Delay (02) 349 5414 

Swift 170 - Good condition - Green 
and white. H3. $800 

Mike Delay (02) 349 5414 (AH) 
666 5063 (BH) 
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Paul Tanner before ......•... and after the 
act at Eumeralla,in his Maxi. Photo:- Wes 
Hill. 



ACT 

SA 

Moyes Stingray , 1979. 
preformed centre rib , 
Used as a showglider. 
Hot little performer, 
Hang 1 . $450 ONO. 

Rainbow sail, 
dive tips , roach tips . 

Mint condition . 
good handling . Suit 

Phone evenings Rob Lithgow 076 352141 (Ext 353) 

Icarus V green and white with its own 
registered trailer and cover , both special l y 
designed for the Icarus. Very low air time , 
maximum of two hours. This is a high 
performance g l ider of 10:1 L/D , min . sink 
3 ft/sec , max . speed over 40 mph . An 
inherently very stable machine and lighter 
than some hang gliders (65 I bs) , 6 G load 
factor. $1 050 the lot. H3. 

Also 

Moyes Maxi 10% mul ti-coloured , c l ean and 
very good condition, new set of f l ying wires 
also l ow air time. Nose pip fin and 
collapsable A frame for quick set up. 
H2. $500. 

062 804686 Tony Ragg 
062 822481 (AH) 

Swift 190 (Yes the same one!). Still flying 
extremely well - $1000 ONO. Phone 086 622159 
(home), or 086 622171 (work). Hang 3 . 

Steve Blenkinsop. 
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VIC 

Moyes Mega III 170 sq f t. White wi t h pal e 
b lue doub l e s u rface & tips , good condi t ion . 
Mini mum rating H3 - $900 . 

Stuart Davi es - Phone (03 ) 8024 75 . 

Moyes Midi - Good condit ion . Multi 
co l o ured. Defl exers fit t ed. Compl e t e wi th 
prone harness. Mi n . rating HI - $375 . 
Phone Don Fell - 03 489 1992 Ali 

66 7 4 560 BH 

Meteor 1 70 - $1050 . Red , orgnge a nd yellow. 
This g l ider p r oves itself t i me a f ter time 
in competition ~ b o t h in NSW and vic . 

Wes Hil l (03 ) 277794 2 . 

Mi n. H3 r a ting . 

VARIO. Hunuuingbird "D" 
ALTIMETER. Thommen 

Phone AH. 7282778. 

$140.00 
$100.00 

F IRST AID 

ana. 

H.G.F.A. MONEY IS STILL AVAILABLE FOR THOSE 
OF YOU WHO WISH TO UNDERTAKE A ST JOHN'S 
AMBULANCE FIRST AID COURSE. 

JUST DO THE COURSE AND SEND YOUR RECEIPT TO 
THE HGFA SECRETARY. I F YOU ARE DO I NG THE 
COURSE TO QUALIFY AS A CERTIFIED INSTRUCTOR, 
PLEASE MAKE MEIHION OF THIS AS IT IS 
DRAWN FROM A SPECIAL GRANT. 



place beneath 
friendly x-c 

the skies 

HANG GLIDERS' 100 MILE PRIZE 

The first official entrant in the 1983 cross country 
championships at Mt Buffalo, to fly 100 miles will 
receive a cheque for $100.00 from VALLEY HOMESTEAD. 
(Ratification, HGFA) 

VALLEY HOMESTEAD is a completely new and alternative accommodation centre in the 
' Ovens Valley, within view of Mt Buffalo's rugged north face. 

Built by owner builders and now managers, Ian & Chris and John & Ann, Valley 
Homestead is made of 25,000 mud bricks, 10" thick walls with poles and exposed 
beams, straw ceilings, wide verandahs and covered walkways. with wall to wall 
berber carpet, hand made pine furniture and all rooms wich ensuites, comfort 
has not been forgotten. Sleeping facilities range form singles through to multi 
share cost saving. 

VALLEY HOMESTEAD is situated between £o"yrtleford and Porpunkah on 26 bush acres 
and has ample space within secure boundaries for the assembly and dismantling 
of gliders. On site children's activities are also available. Safe swimming 
is to be had in the Ovens river some 25 0 metres from Valley Homestead. 

VALLEY HOMESTEAD is fully licenced to serve house guests and thier visitors 
24 hours a day in our large dining room and seperate TV room, all fully carpeted. 
We have a large outdoor courtyard also with the licenced area, where you can 
enjoy a drink and a late meal during the summer evenings in the company of your 
visitors. Our meals can be tailored to your flying hours and can be as casual 
as you deserve after hanging in there, up there at cloud base. 

***Check us out, corne and stay some time through the summer flying season. 
Bed. & Breakfast, from $15.00 per head. 
Children under 12 years $8.00. 
Saturday night Bistro & Adult Disco $11.00 
RESERVATIONS ARE NECESSARY FOR ACCOMMODATION & BISTRO. 

***1983 CROSS COUNTRY CHAMPIONSHIPS SPECIAL ACCOMMODATION OFFER 
for Hang Glider pilots and their families and friends. 10% discount on 
accommodation for periods of 5 days or more. 
PLUS .•••..••. ' A SENSE OF CHALLENGE' 
A magnum of champagne each for the first three house guests to fly from 
Mt Buffalo and land in the front 2~ acres of VALLEY HOMESTEAD. 

Note also that the HGFA is giving consideration to transport arrangements to 
and from VALLEY HOMESTEAD and Mt Buffalo, via Porepunkah. 

VALLEY HOMESTEAD 
Ovens Highway 
postal, Ovens P.O. 
OVENS 3738 
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Your hosts: 
Ian &Chris McCracken 
John & Ann Reynold-Smith. 
PH 057 522187. 



Mike Cock burn setting u p at 'fh istle hill. 
Photo;- Wes Hill. 

A HARNESS DESIGNED BY A liANG GLIDER PILOT FOR HANG GLIDER PILOTS. 

IF I Ct:T MY HARNESS IN IIALF YOU 
\VOULD DISCOVER THE PRACTICAL 
SHPLICITY OF l'iHAT CROSS COm,TRY 
PILOTS REQUIRE. 

THE WATER BALLAST SYSTEM 

F . DRINK INC WATER SUPPLY VALVE 
COUPLED TO FIRST CONTAINER 

B. NE\" "PARADYNAMICS" 
RAPID DEPLOYMENT b . t: . S 
OPENS IN 2 SECONDS (50 FT.) 

D. PULLEY SYSTCII FOR SMOOTII CLU'-B IN, 
CLUlB OUT, COt:PLED WITII 1·10UNTAINEERING 
ROPE AND LOCKING CARABINER. 
HANt:FACTURED I'IITII LIGHT WEIGHT FOAM, 
II IGHEST QVALITY SKYDIVING ~lATERIALS. 
(NO SEAT-BLLT \vEBBING ETC.) 

C . VELCROED REAR CARRY 
CONTAINER FOR GLIDER, 

BATTERN AND CARRY BAGS 
ETC. 

REAR CLIP COUPLES \"ITII 
CIIUTE CONTAI~ER TO HOLD TilE 
BOOT UPRIGHT ["OR Li\t:NCIl 

(AS DEI10NSTRATED OFF lvEST GATE BRIDGE.) 
A. T\vO fLEXIBLE \VATER CONTAINERS CARRY 

14-16 KG. OF \"ATCR BI\LLI\ST, ALSO 
SUPPLEMENT FOR DRINKING \"ATER ON 

EXTENDED X/C ["LIGHTS , ~~NCALLY 
OPERATED BALLAST RELEASE VALVES , 

OVER 7 LITRES IN 18 SECONDS. 

NOW IN STOCK. 
PRICE $375.00 

VELCROED BOTTOH FOR EASY REMOVAL. 

1/ 

IIA rnl OrnllE Illklk 1~I~nG CilkiiOllrnlG IU~~lblltel 
39 MCKEAN ST BOX HILL, MELBOURNE. VIC. 3128. 03 890-4163 A/H. 
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THERE ONCE WAS A GLIDER THEY :' SAID WAS WHERE IT 'S AT, 
THEN ALONG CAME THE PROBE . . .. . ...... AND THAT WAS THAT. 

-, ,-- ,-------------1 
4 terrigal place engadine nsw ph 02520 7716 


